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International student database draws concerns at MSU
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Of Murray State University's
nearly 9,000 students, approximately 5 percent are international students.
Enrollment of international students at the university has grown
nearly 30 percent over the past two
years, going against a national trend
that has seen international enrollments decline.
It stands to reason, then, that
MSU can be counted among the
educational institutions concerned
with efforts by the United States

Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) to establish a national
computer database that would not
only monitor the activities of international students while they are in
this country, but will also increase
expenses for those students.
The system, known as the
Student and Exchange Visitor
Program
(SEVP)/Coordinated
Interagency Partnership Regulating
International Students (CIPRIS), is
an offshoot of the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996. In June
1997, a CIPRIS pilot project was

initiated among a few schools willing to participate.
A major sticking point of the
plan, however, was the attachment
of a fee that would have to be paid
prior to the student receiving his or
her visa. Including costs for sending
payment receipts to the INS, a student could have to pay additional
fees of up to $125 to get into the
country.
"What we're worried about is it's
going to reduce the number of students who come here to study," said
Mark Galloway, international student advisor at MSU."It could keep

students from less developed countries from entering the United
States."
Perhaps the biggest problem with
the fee, however, lies in who will
collect it and how it will be sent to
the INS. The original plan called for
universities to collect the fee, a policy that was later changed when
institutions balked at the idea.
"The INS was to have universities of the United States to act as
collecting agencies," said Michael
Basile, director of the institution for
international studies at MSU.
"Universities then woke up, Lguess,

and objected to it through their congressional delegations."
A public law has shifted the collection of fees back to the government or a third party contractor,
such as Bank One. Still, the concept
of a national database tracking the
activities of international students
has left many educators with a sour
taste in their mouths.
"I think there's an anti-terrorism
flavor to all this. It's using a sledgehammer to crack a walnut„" Basile
said. "Other countries have taken
steps to lower their barriers to allow
foreign students to come and study."

Robertson
Rd. bridge
is closed
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times'
Structural damage has closed the
Robertson -Road bridge, north of
Wiswell Road.
Warren
Hale, director of
Calloway
County's
Road
Department, said a temporary bridge
has been installed until a new bridge
can be built.
Hale said erosion damage over
the years has caused them to replace
the bridge.
"All the pilings underneath have
rotted away." he said this (Tuesday)
morning.
Hale said he was unsure how old
the bridge was. "There is really no
telling how old that bridge is. It
could be 50. maybe 75 years old."
He said Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins is currently
trying to get funding for the new
bridge.
"We're trying to get a good prefabricated bridge that's guaranteed
BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times Photo
to last 100 years," Hale said."We're
RIBBON-CUTTING
...
Kentucky
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards,
flanked
by
State
Rep.
Fred Nesler(D-Mayfield) and
going to get on it as soon as possiState
Sen.
Bob
Jackson
(D-Murray)
open
a
catfish
processing
facility
in
Tri
City,
Ky.
Monday.
ble.-
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LAST
ROUNDUP...
Graduating
seniors,
friends and family (left)
gathered
at
Lovett
Auditorium Monday night
for the annual Murray High
School
graduation.
Approximately 97 seniors
graduated from MHS during the ceremony.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
CITY, Ky. — "It is a long
way from Frankfort to Tri City."
That statement echoed throughout the Committee on Agriculture
and Small Business _ meeting
Monday.
State Rep. Fred Nester (DMayfield) said when he planned the
trip he wanted all of his brothers of
the House to see how other areas of
the state live.
"I wanted them to know how
many potholes are in the roads, how
narrow our bridges are and how this
driveway needs to be blacktopped."
Nester said. "I gave them the roughest ride here."
The committee met at Holmes
Restaurant here after the opening of
the aquaculture processing facility
to eat catfish and discuss agriculture
issues.
"This is not a regular session
meeting," Nester said. "This is an
information meeting."
Three tobacco farmers presented
the group with the advantages of
dark fired tobacco and asked for the
House to realize the difference
between dark fired tobacco and
burning leaf tobacco.
"What we are hearing today is the
end of the tobacco program," Ron
Conyea, tobacco farmer from
Hickory. Ky.

Officials
flock to see
local catfish
process plant
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
TM CITY, Ky. — Tri City was well represented
Monday.
State Representatives from all over Kentucky traveled
to Tri City to attend the open house and ribbon cutting of
the Purchase Area Aquaculture Cooperative processing
facility.
"I am so proud of the House today," said House speaker Jody Richards. "They are here because this is an
important day."
The facility will process protein-fed fish raised from
local farmers.
"This is important to this area because this means this
area is leading the state in aquaculture... Richards said.
Project coordinator John Murdock said the facil it
built to supply a need in the state.
"The need was for improved family fami income in
Kentucky," Murdock said. "We have the correct soil and
conditions for catfish farming."
Murdock said catfish was the fish of chi.r because of

II See Page 2

Conyea, Jerry Halloway and Jeff employ a small number of people.Howard explained that dark fired
Ellison said that is a hindrance
tobacco is used in smokeless tobac- because the federal got ernmem
co. They said although burning leaf does not like to put money into
tobacco might be going out, they building a plant that allows little
still have a product to sell.
employment opportunities.
"As long as we can handle our
Beef cattle was also a topic of
supply and demand, we have a good
discussion
at the meeting. Jeff Riley
case for dark fired tobacco."
of
Riley
Farms and his sister. Mary
Howard said.
Ann
Hunter.
explained how
Howard said growing dark fired
Kentucky
needs
a
vaccination protobacco is much more beneficial for
the small fanners because there is gram for cattle.
more of a profit in an acre.
"The beef industry is on one of
"You look at the small farms in the highest plateaus.- Riley said.
Kentucky, the small farms can still "We have really done an excellent
make a good living with dark fired job in Kentucky with our cattle.tobacco," Conyea said.
Riley said their farm acts as an
Another area discussed was grain
assembly point for cattle. They buy
farming. Dan Ellison, a grain farmer
in Mayfield, spoke to representa- cattle, vaccinate, sort and sell back
tives about funding for grain farm- to other companies. HoweYer. Riley
said there is a 10 percent fatality rate
ers.
"We are having to depend on the for cattle because not all corporation
federal government for agriculture vaccinate their cows.
loans." Ellison said. "The federal
"We need a vaccination progovernment is looking to reduce gram.- Riley said.
funding for agriculture by 10 perRiley also said he thinks
cent."
Kentucky should think about setting
Ellison said $20 million in fundup packing houses in the state.
ing was given to Graves County
"I would like to see Kentucky
grain farmers last year. He said a
on some extra phases of cattle
take
possible solution would be to set up
raising."
Riley said. "fd like to see
grain processing facilities.
house.a
packing
automatis
an
"Grain processing
Riley said the closest packing
ed industry," Ellison said. "Most of
these plants are only going to house was in Illinois.
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Lawmakers gather information
about local agriculture issues
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One of the most outspoken critics
of CIPRIS has been NAFSA:
Association
of
International
Leaders. Another group, the
American Council of Education,
also recently sent a letter to the INS
criticizing the system for its excessive use of technology, lack of workable payment alternatives and
flawed assumptions and goals.
"I'm not sure if it's going to
work, or if it's even necessary,"
Galloway said. "Since this is all
computerized, you've got to have
access to a computer.-

Partly sunny

71

Tonight...
Partly
cloudy.
Wednesday
... Rain
Likely. High
in the
lower 80s.
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From Page 1
the stability in the market for it. He
also said with the facility, possibilities can open for other aquatic life to
be processed, such as fresh shrimp
and large mouth bass.
However, not everyone is sure if
raising shrimp is a possibility.
Tim Kohl, field
representative for
the 'plant, said he
was
unsure
whether the plant
was certified to
process anything
other than catfish.
"I'm not sure
whether there are
different regulations for crusYesterday's
fish process- aceans." he said.
Kohl said there
ing plant drew
are
41 different
state ag secfarms raising fish
retary Billy
for the facility all'
Ray Smith
across
Western
(above).
Kentucky.
The fish are delivered and placed
in vats large enough to hold ROW
pounds of fish. The vats have the
capability to store fish for up to two
dav s.
The fish are then weighed and
conveyed into the plant where they
are headed. dressed, and sorted
according to site and order.
Dale Roberts, processing super-

UNIVERSITIt
41

BHANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times Photo

INNER WORKINGS ... Pictured is the machinery inside the new
catfish processing plant in Tri City.
visor, said the facility should be any of their farming ideas.
ready to run in two weeks.
"We bought this property and it
Derail and Jeanette Munsell, too hilly for cattle, and tobacco is
farmers from Providence, Ky. said going to be phased out as we all
they were very excited to be produc- know. So we thought this would be a
ers for the facility.
good project to start out with,"
Jeanette Munsell said.
"1 think it is a great opportunity
The Munsells said they believe
for people to get into," Munsell said.
"I have always wanted to get into they are the only catfish producers
in Caldwell County.
something on the ground floor."
"We have a one and a half acre
The couple got involved in fish
growing after they bought a piece of pond, and hopefully in the next three
property that wasn't quite right for to five years, we will have five to 10
more acres," Munsell said.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?
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DIABETIC SUPPLIES WITH NO OUT OFPOCKET EXPENSE.
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Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and is subject to change on policy anniversary dates
However, regardless of rate changes over
the years. Southern Farm Bureau Life
guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3O0. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

CALL THE DIABETIC HOTLINE TILL FIFE AT:
1-100-185-3636 M INFIIUATIIN

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
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REGENT OATH ... Terry Str eter (left) is being sworn in as the new regent board member at
MSU by board chairman Sid Easley yesterday.

Support drops for
Bush energy plan
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
President Bush is personally popular
with most Americans, though the
number who disapprove of his handling of the nation's energy situation
has increased in the weeks since his
administration released his energy
plan, according to a poll.
The number who disapprove of
his handling of the energy situation
has increased from 43 percent to 58
percent in the poll released Monday
by ABC News and The Washington
Post. Support for the president on
that issue was relatively unchanged
at almost four in 10.
Officials in the Bush administration have emphasized both energy
production and conservation in the
plan released in mid-May, but some
critics say the plans are focused too
heavily on production and not
enough on conservation.
Bush
spokeswoman
Claire
Buchan responded: "The president
doesn't govern based on polls."

Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant
seeking entries
Special to the Ledger
It's almost time for the annual Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant, sponsored by USA Beauties. It will be held in the Curris Center on the Murray
State University campus, June 23, beginning at 11 a.m.
Applications for this event are located in the Murray Tourism
Commission office, located on 805 N. 12th St.
The age categories for the girls' pageant are: 0-12 months, 13-23
months,2 years,3 years, 4-5 years,6-8 years,9-11 years, 12-14 years, and
15 years and up. For boys, the categories are 0-3 years, 3-5 years, and 6
years and up.
There will be several different titles and awards presented to winners in
this pageant. Four Supreme Queens and one Supreme King will be chosen. They will receive a trophy, monogrammed banner with pin, a gift and
a $100 savings bond. Winners will be judged on facial beauty, personality
and poise. The girls will compete in Sunday dresses or formal wear.
Extra categories include most photogenic, most beautiful, best personality, and prettiest eyes.
Winners in each age group will receive a trophy, and each child who
enters the pageant will receive a gift.
General admission for adults is $3 and children, $2(children under the
age of five are admitted free).

Sponsored By:
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Correction
A recent photo cutline regarding
the Outstanding Senior in Graphic
Communications
Management
Awardwinner Magan Michelle
Fleetwood that was published in
Friday's Murray Ledger & Times
contained some incorrect information.
The correct information states
that she is the daughter of Eddie and
Sue Fleetwood of Murray. A May
2001 summa cum laude graduate,
Fleetwood majored in graphic communications.
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• Database ...
From Page 1
Galloway said certain informa-,
tion on international students must
already be kept on file by universities. The sheer volume of that information, he said, has kept the INS
from monitoring students very
closely in the past.
"We only pass it on if they ask for
it, and that's according to the law."
Galloway said. "The INS has never
had the manpower to contact each
individual school, so they haven't
requested information very much
over the past 23 years."
The current INS plan is to delay
the collection of any fees until Sept.
30, so as not to affect universities'
fall enrollments.

said. "My guess is most students
don't even know about it."
Basile said MSU:s recent increases in international student enrollment can be traced to the recovery of
the Asian economy, which has taken
significant hits in recent years.
"When the Asian economies
'went into decline, Murray State had
a lot of students from Asian countries," he said. "Their monies
weren't worth as much compared to
the dollar."

Galloway said he is concerned,
however, that students have no idea
the prospect of a fee is waiting in the
wings for them.
"This is not something that's
being publicized very widely," he

Basile said that while CIPRIS has
drawn the ire of many educators
who feel it is an unnecessary step,
international students seem to have
generally come to terms with the
knowledge that they may be monitored while in the U.S.
"It's not an issue that we deal
with here," he said. "They already
know from the forms they fill out at
the embassies that the government
knows they're here and they know
where they are."
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Alien transportation brings indictment
against Florida man caught in Trigg County

TownCrier
The following are upcoming
meetings and notices:

Rabies Clinic Notice
County
The
Calloway
•
Veterinary Medical Association
and Calloway County Health
Center will sponsor their annual
rabies clinic in June. Cost is $5
per animal, and Kentucky law
requires all dogs to be vaccinated against rabies.
The schedule is June 6—
Kirksey Methodist Church (9-11
a m ), Lynn Grove Grawford's
Shell (2-4 p.m.), Health Dept.
701 Olive St. (7-8 p.m.); June
7—Hazel Community Center (911 a.m.). Almo Fire Station (2-4
p.m.), Health Dept. (7-8 p.m );
June 8 New Concord Church of
Christ (9-11 a.m.), Take Me Back
Café (2-4 p.m.).

CCMS SBDM Council
Notice
•

Calloway

County

Middle

School's School-Based Decision
Making Council will meet on the Staff Report
United States Attorney Steve Reed, Tepetlancofollowing dates and times: June 6 Murray Ledger & Times
Calvario was contacted by the department May 7
and 7 at 8 a.m.
A Florida man was indicted by a federal grand regarding a van load of illegal aliens. Police had
The meetings will be held in the jury Monday after being caught in Trigg County encountered the van in Cadiz while two of its
occupants were attempting to rent hotel rooms.
school's media center, and all attempting to transport illegal aliens.
After contact was made with Tepetlanco26,
Tepetlanco-Calvario,
Gilberto
interested persons are invited.
Winterhaven, Fla., was indicted on a charge of Calvario by a police officer, an inquiry was made
Meeting_ Notice
transportation of illegal aliens, stemming from a to perform a consent search of the van. After perJune 6
May 7 incident which involved the Cadiz Police mission was granted, police searched the van and
• Mental Health and Aging Department.
found 14 illegal immigrants of Hispanic descent.
If convicted, Tepetlanco-Calvario could face
Coalition, 9 a.m., Purchase Area
According tO a press release from the office of
Development District, Mayfield
Other meetings scheduled by the
PADD include an E-911 Board
meeting (6/13-3 p.m.): Board of
Directors meeting (6/18-3 p.m.);
NEW YORK(AP)— A federal jury Monday found that tobacco compaExecutive
and
PACRO
nies engaged in deceptive business practices, ordering them to pay $29.5
Committee (6/20-330 p.m. at the million to help cover the costs of treating ailing New York smokers.
Paducah Information Age Park).
The verdict followed a two-month trial pitting New York's largest insurer,
Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, against Philip Morris, R.J. Reynolds
June 7
and other cigarette makers.
Co.
• Ken-Tenn No Kill Animal
The jury foqnd Empire failed to prove fraud and conspiracy allegations.
Shelter, 7 p.m., Fulton, Ky., City
In the lawsuit filed in Brooklyn, Empire accused tobacco companies of
Hall. Call 731-479-7029 for minimizing the threat of lung disease — thus driving up health care costs -during a decades-long campaign of deception. The insurer had sought $800
details.
million in damages.
Cigarette makers "lied to the American public," Empire attorney Vincent
Fitzpatrick said in closing arguments. "More Empire members smoked.
There was more disease and Empire had to pay more."

Tobacco industry ordered
to pay $29.5M in lawsuit

Former Benton
patrolman arrested
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — A former
patrolman for the Benton Police
Department was arrested Friday by
the Kentucky State Police. Larry N.
Killebrew, 33, Almo, was charged
with theft by unlawful taking under
$300 and first-degree burglary.
The arrest was the result of a state
police investigation of stolen cigarettes that were apparently taken
from the Benton Quick Mart, located on the U.S. 641 bypass, in the
early morning hours of May 26.
After an inventory of the cigarettes was taken the next day, it was
discovered that two cartons of cigarettes, valued at $69, had been taken.
The manager of the store viewed
the surveillance tapes for May 26
and allegedly saw Killebrew enter
the store after closing hours and take
the cigarettes. The store then contacted the state police at the

Oil Change Special

$13.95

On most cars & trucks)

PAGE 3

Mayfield post to investigate the
theft.
Through the investigation, it was
determined that Killebrew had
answered a burglar alarm call at the
store May 26 at approximately 1
a.m. He apparently entered the
Beaton Quick Mart on two separate
occasions and took the cigarettes
while waiting for an employee who
had been called to come and reset
the alarm and secure the store.
Killebrew resigned from the
Benton Police Department immediately after he was charged with the
burglary and theft.
The theft charge is a Class A misdemeanor and the burglary charge is
a Class B felony.
The state police reported receiving full cooperation from the Benton
Police Department. An investigation
by KSPPost 1 at Mayfield is continuing at this time.

Rotation & Balance Special*

$15.00

l•Excludes Light Trucks)

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

Subscribe to the Ledger & Times
for all news that "hits home!"

maximum penalties of 10 years imprisonment, a
$250.000 fine and supervised release for a period
of three years.
The case.is being prosecuted by Assistant U.S.
Attorney A. Duane Schwartz. and it was investigated by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
Tepetlanco-Calvario is scheduled to appear for
arraignment before the U.S. Magistrate Judge
June 21 at 9:30 a.m. in Paducah.

Homeowner's Insurance
Tailored to Suit Your Needs.

skaiiiikau
SHELTER
INSIF •^.CE

We don't believe in one-size-fits-all insurance.
Your Shelter agent can fashion a policy that's
designed for the size and shape of your home
and its contents. For protection that's a great
fit, you'll like our style.

SWAIMERS'PEC/NS
MONDAY: Monday Madness All Day Express Cut
TUESDAY: Men's Day Express Cut/Shampoo
WEDNESDAY: Senior Citizens
THURSDAY: Kids Kuts(12 yrs. & under) .

Cutting

Harold "jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

S10
S12
Save 15°.
S8.00

Edge

616 N. 12th St.• Murray•270-759-3343
(EDGE)

www.shelterinsurance.com

Well always be there for you

If you're having a baby,
why just settle
for on-the-job training?
Join one ofour Prenatal
Education Classes.

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Lump Sum
Distributions?
IRA Rollovers?
If you are retiring soon or changing jobs,
you'll want to know your distribution
options and tax consequences. LM
Financial Partners located at Area Bank of
Murray, KY can help you protect and preserve the capital you've earned and offer
you investment strategies designed to help
you achieve your financial goals.
Let LM Financial Partners help you
preserve the wealth of your future.

Mark Vinson, Financial Advisor
500 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-2204 •(800)216-5213
email: mcvinson@leggmason.com

Bank.
',semi.,rodeo, are- Not FDK Insundl \dt Bane lmatareeed‘ln I om +Wel
urines products and scretres are oftered through L
I inanctal Partners. Inc CLMFP-I, a substchars of Legg Mason
Inc I.MFP is a regrstered broker-dealer and a member of the
N At-if and NIP( I MU'is not affiliated ii th Area Rank
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OUR FIRST
Offers inform.ation and
reassurance that's especially helpful for your first
pregnancy. To register call
(270)575-2918.
OUR NEW ADDITION
Helps families prepare for
their next child and the
major change in family
dynamics that comes with a
"new addition." To register
call(270)575-2918.
PREPARED CHILDBIRTH
REFRESHER CLASS
For families who are expecting a second child or more
and need to brush up on
their infant care skills. There
is an $8 class fee. To register call (270)575-BABY
FIT PREGNANCY
PROGRAM
During pregnancy and for
six weeks after release from
'your doctor, we offer a free
membership to our network
ofBaptist Family Fitness
centers. To register call
(270)443-PLAY

PRENATAL
MASSAGE THERAPY
Can help you cope with
physical ailments, educe
stress and promote well-being
in you and your baby. To
schedule an appointment
call (270)443-7529.
PREPARED
CHILDBIRTH CLASSES
Parents will learn about
anatomy and physiology of
late pregnancy; relaxation
and breathing techniques;
signs and symptoms Oflabor;
stages oflabor and delivery;
complications; Cesar-earl
births; and preparing for
the parent role and bonding.
There is a $25 class fee. To
register call (270)575-BABY.
BREASTFEEDING CLASS
Is it right for you? Learn the
benefits of breastfeeding.
There is a $10 class fee. To
register or for more information call (270)575-BABY:

SIBLING CLASSES
Helps prepare children ages
three to nine for the arrival
ofa new brother or sister.
Designed to promote family
bonding and decrease anxiety
in children who may feel
threatened by a new baby.
This class is a special experience for the entire family.
There is no class fee. To
register call (270)575-BABY.
PRE-ADMISSION CLASS
Designed to give parents
a better understanding of
what to expect during the
hospital stay. There is no
class fee. To register call
(270)575-BABY.
PEDIATRIC CPR
A one-hour class which
teaches cardiopulmonary
resuscitation techniques
for infants and children up
to eight years ofage. There
is a $10 fee per person. For
schedule information call
(270)572723.

WESTERN
BAKIsr
7 HOSPITAL

w w w.westernbaptist.com
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Main Street

YOV CAN coME otir
Now , MR.SADDAM,
HAVE Yot) LEARNED

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

youk LEssoi.)?
•

Garden offers
place of rest,
reflection
It is late
afternoon, late
spring. In a
bigger town it
would be rush
hour. Even in
our town, the
cars speed
along the west
end of Main Street as if there is
nothins more important than
rushing to the next task, the
final meeting of the day.
If you need a reminder that
the only really important deadline in life is the one that will
find you no matter how busy
you think you are, turn at St.
John's Episcopal Church on
West Main and visit the
Memorial Garden behind the
church.
Standing beneath the canopy
of post oaks and hickory trees.
vou can still hear the traffic, but
there is the .whisper of grass
waving at flowers in the gentle
breeze. A small stream spills
into a stone basin.
.
Plans for this unique memorial garden began in 1994.
Designer David Slawson.. who
apprenticed n Kyoto. Japan,
applied basic Zen principles to
the project.
"The original idea was that it
would be a garden to respond
to this natural area and. to be
used for the interment of
Cremation ashes," he explained.
The gate that leads to the garden marks the boundary of the
sacred space. It is almost like a
cosered bridge. According to
Slawson, the arched roof was
part of his vision for the design.
hut he had no idea how it was
going to be created.
As With so many aspects of
the garden, things just worked
out.
"When I was out searching in
the woods with one of the members of the church.- Slawson
recalled. "we found a cedar tree
that was down and probably had
been blown down by a storm.
and then it had re-grown like
this.- •
He points to the curse. "It
w as trying to reach the tin."
He describes the \N alk w ay in
the garden as "serpentine.- and
indeed the path is sinuous, luring visitors into it. spiral.
Looking down at the concrete
path. you see imprints of leaves
in the stone, like fading finger-

prints.
"To create more of a sense of
naturalness," Slawson declared.
"We collected leaves from
different trees and flattened
them. Just after the concrete was
floated, we put the leaves down.
A whole bunch of us put then
down in patterns — hickory,
post oak. red bud — all kinds of
other things."
When the concrete was
sprayed off, the impression of
the leaves stayed.
Natural stoner benches are
placed throughout the garden.
and stepping stones lead the xi,
itor to a number of different
resting places for meditation.
In the center is a thrust of
stone pointing heavenward, like
hands clasped in jprayer.
Plantings in the garden was
gathered form nature and provided by _Mikulcik Nursery of
Murray. which specializes in
unique naturalized plants. Many
wildflowers were donated by
local artist and gardener. Emily
Wolfson.
Coming to the garden is really a visit to old friends for her.
Wolfson points to the yellow
trillium, the Solomon Seal and
some bladder nut trees.
"I thought this Was a wonderful idea and I said whatever I've
got that I've got enough of,
we'll share.- shereported. "So
there are a lot of them here that
came from my garden.Since earliest times, churchyards have served as final resting places. In Murray, St. John's
has created a space for cremation ashes of the dead. as well as
a place where the living can
slow down and contemplate the
beauty of nature.
An inscription from Isaiah
55:12-13 posted outside the garden is an invitation:
"For you shall go out in
and he led hack in peace; the
mountains and the hills before
you shall burst into song, and
all the trees of the .field shall
clop their hands.
"Instead of the thorns shall
come up the cypress: Instead of
the brier shall come up the mvrtle; And it shall be to the Lord
for a memorial. For an everlasting sign that .khall not he cut
off"
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Washington Today
By RON FOURNIER
AP White House Correspondent

History suggests Bush will recover
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A senator's defec- by a June 3, bowing instead to Russian and
tion. Public relations missteps. Foreign policy Chinese demands for further delay.
surprises. Five months in office, President Bush
• Vice President Dick Cheney, the architect of
has suffered a series of setbacks knocking him off so many White House initiatives, undermined
his confident stride.
public relations plans for his energy report by
He came into office with an experienced team seemingly dismissing conservation programs as
and the pugnacious pluck of a man determined to "a sign of personal virtue."
seize a mandate. He planned to avoid -the early
• Cheney opened himself and the White House
term jitters that Plague many presidents and to to criticism by using his formal residence to
pour political capital into his conservative agen- entertain top GOP donors.
da.
• Bush traveled to Los Angeles. this week to
He was the nation's first MBA president, run- meet with Gov. Gray Davis after the Democrat,
ning the government like a business.
emboldened by the president's own remarks and
And then reality struck.
actions, accused Bush of having little sympathy
"They've hit a few buinps in the road," said for California voters stung by soaring electricity
presidential analyst Stephen Hess of the bills.
Brookings Institution. "Suddenly, we see they're
A senior Republican who works with the Bush
not as smart as they thought they were."
team said the president lost some political stature
Bush loses control of the Senate next week by flying across the country for an audience with
when GOP Sen. James Jeffords officially leaves a governor. Bush's staff knew the risks, the offithe party, accusing the president and other cial said, but he had no choice.
Republican leaders of being too conservative.
He is not the first president thrown off by a
The defection revealed flaws in Bush's politi- learning curve.
cal network — the White House missed warnings
Bill Clinton stumbled in the first days of his
of the Vermont lawmaker's intentions — and presidency, moving awkwardly to end the gaysraised questions about Bush's ability to keep in-the-military ban and withdrawing top nomimoderates in the fold.
nees under fire.
It was the biggest miscue in a series of setThe first President Bush bragged about not
backs that suggest Bush is experiencing presiden- having a 100-day plan, creating the impression
tial growing pains. Among them:
that he had no vision or fresh ideas.
' • Secretary of State Cohn Powell failed this
Jimmy Carter appointed a staff with precious
week to persuade NATO allies to take a step little Washington experience. Ronald Reagan didtoward endorsing the administration's plan for a n't know his own housing secretary, and misidennational missile defense, despite weeks of inten- tified the top House Republican.
sive diplomacy.
"Every White House team goes through a
•._With no warning, the United States lost its rough patch. The secret is getting back on the
seat on the l'nited Nations Human Rights Council offensive with our agenda," said Republican conin a secret s ote
sultant Scott Reed,
• The administration had to abandon a U.S.Though Bush's missteps are no worse than
British plan to restructure sanctions against Iraq those of his predecessors, it's worth watching to

see how he responds.
Can he navigate the Democratic Senate? Will
he build a coalition to pass his energy package?
How will his European trips in June and July
effect anti-American sentiments abroad?
The presidential campaign may offer a clue to
his ability to rebound: An overly confident Bush
lost the New Hampshire primary, then he
regrouped — chastened by defeat — to drive
Arizona Sen. John McCain from the race.
Erwin Hargrove, political science professor at
Vanderbilt University, said Bush created his own
trouble by stubbornly pushing an agenda that is
slightly more conservative than the mainstream.
• "Is it inexperience? Is it growing pains?'Or is
it a more serious ineptness? That's the question,"
Hargrove said. "I think it's simply arrogance. I
think it's straight-down arrogant to think they
could impose their programs on such an evenly
divided Congress without a little more give."
Dismissing such talk, Republican consultants
Alex Castellanos and Rich Bond said voters don't
pay attention to the minutia of U.N. votes and
public relations missteps. Americans watch for
bigger cues from their president.
And they may soon see some from Bush.
Tax cuts and refunds are on the way. A landmark education bill is moving through Congress.
Bush helped free 21 airmen from China, passing
his first foreign policy test, and polls show a
majority approve of his job performance.
"He has gotten nicked and cut along the way,"
Bond said. "But I think you have to give great
weight to those big three or four things he's done
well — not the minor 10 things that went wrong."
EDITOR'S NOTE—Ron Foumier has covered
national politics and the White House for The
Associated Press since 1993.

McVeigh finds chink in government's armor, sees reason to live
By REX W. HUPPKE
Associated Press Writer
TERRE HALTE, Ind.(AP) —
Preparing for his execution at the hands
of the government he despises. Timothy
McVeigh gave fellow death row inmates
everything he owned, arranged for his
body to be turned over to family members and readied himself for what some
saw as martyrdom.
He sat in his stuffy 8-by:JO-foot cell
and waited.
Then he learned of an FBI error, saw a
chink in the government's armor. Now
instead of waiting to die, the man convicted of killing 168 people in the
Oklahoma City bombing has found a reason to live.
"I would say he has some new
resolve," said attorney Robert Nigh, who
described his client's demeanor after a

L

meeting in the federal prison here
Thursday.
McVeigh's attorneys have filed court
papers in Denver and now await a
Wednesday hearing to argue for a stay of
McVeigh's June II execution. They say
they need more time to review thousands
of documents the FBI failed to turn over
during McVeigh's 1997 trial, and they
hope to show that the government's mistake could mean a new trial.
The decision stands in stark contrast to
McVeigh's previous stance.
In December, he asked that all appeals
be dropped and his death be scheduled
quickly. Among the possessions he handed over to fellow inmates was his fan.
prized in death row cells without air conditioning.
As early as Thursday morning, when
he met with Nigh and attorney Richard

Burr at the U.S. Penitentiary, he had yet
to decide whether to seek a stay or move
forward with the execution.
"He had prepared himself psychologically and emotionally," Nigh said. "He
had prepared himself to die."
According to an online journal by fellow death row inmate David Hammer,
McVeigh had been in a "soldier" mode
while getting ready for his lethal injection, even keeping his bed made up military style. Hammer, who is friends with
McVeigh, wrote that the 6-foot-2 Gulf
War veteran had slimmed down to 157
pounds, giving his face a drawn look.
"All of this is by design, planned to
the most minute detail," Hammer wrote.
"All for impression and purpose."
According to the journal, McVeigh
gave Hammer a photograph of himself
and inscribed it with the words:"My

OlIRRt.1

WALTER L. APPERSON

over personal concerns."
But McVeigh's personal concerns have
never been clear. Hammer writes that
McVeigh once told him that the theme
song to a 1970 World War H movie,
"Kelly's Heroes," accurately portrays his
own actions in life.
The song, called "Burning Bridges,"
contains the following lyrics:
"Years have passed and I keep thinking what a fool I've beenfl look back into
the past and think of way back then/I
know that I lost everything I thought that
I could win/I guess I should have listened
to my friends."
It's now clear that McVeigh still
believes he can win something. His newfound resilience can be found in one simple act: He just bought a fan from the
prison commissary.

Attention Washington!
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head has been bloodied, but it remains
unbowed."
Robert Jay Lifton, co-author of the
book "Who Owns Death?," an examination of the psychology of capital punishment, said he believes McVeigh is torn
between making a martyr of himself and
exposing the government's mistakes.
"With McVeigh, there's always been a
conflict between his own impulses, particularly toward martyrdom, and what
you could call the legal interests of his
case," Lifton said. "Now the impulse
toward martyrdom has become mixed in
with a desire to live and a desire to
embarrass the government."
Burr said his client simply wants to
expose problems in the criminal justice
system.
"That right now is paramount to him,"
Burr said. "It caused him to put principle
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Deaths
Mrs. Wanda Lou Coy
Mrs. Wanda Lou Coy, 69, Radio Road, Almo, died Monday. June 4,
2001, at 8:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
Born June 16, 1931, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Clancy Vance and Allie Williams Vance.
Survivors include her husband, Howard Coy, to whom she was married
May 20, 1952; one daughter, Mrs. Gina Adams and husband, Mark, and
:one grandson, Tyler Adams, Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Frances
1Paschall and husband, Billy, Murray, and Mrs. Robbie Sykes, Detroit,
,Mich.; one brother, Jimmy Vance and wife, Edna, Almo.
• The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles Walker and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
,will officiate. Burial will follow in McDaniel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Willie Hazel Asher
Mrs. Willie Hazel Asher, 91, former resident of Mechanic Street,
Princeton, mother of Kenneth Asher of Murray, died Monday, June 4,
2001, at 9:43 a.m. at Princeton Health Care Manor. Her death followed a
long illness.
She was a retired assembly line worker for Arvin Industries and a
member of Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Her husband, Walter B. Asher, and one daughter, Willie Hazel Ladd,
both preceded her in death. Born Jan. 26, 1910, in Todd County, she was
the daughter of the late William Wells and Lonnie Johnson Wells.
Mrs. Asher is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Beckner,
Princeton, and Mrs. Edna E. Brasher, Fredonia; two sons, Henry Asher,
Princeton, and Kenneth Asher, Murray; 11 grandchildren; several great
:
_
grandctildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Harold Salyers will officiate. Burial will
follow in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Mary Genevieve Bramlett
Mrs. Mary Genevieve Bramlett, 69, New Concord, formerly of New
Madrid, Mo., died Saturday, June 2, 2001, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was a member of American Legion Post 595 Ladies Auxiliary and
Eagles Aerie 4206 of New Madrid, and Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
7183 Ladies Auxiliary of Li!bourn, Mo.
Born Feb. 3, 1932, in Pemiscot County, Mo., she was the daughter of
•the late Elmer Donohue and Essie Cole Donohue. •
Survivors includeher husband, Bobby Gene Bramlett; five daughters,
Mrs. Debbie Tannehill, Marion, Ill., Mrs. Donna Tannehill, East Prairie,
Mo., Mrs. Ruth Robbins, Murray, and Miss Kathy Byerly and Miss Maryjean Bramlett, both of New Concord; five sons, Glynn Byerly, Pocahontas,
Ark., Lynn Byerly, Murray, Ralph Byerly, Hazel, John Bramlett, Indianapolis, Ind., and Bobby Gene Bramlett Jr., New Concord; one sister, Miss
Patricia Donohue, Kennett, Mo.; two brothers, J.P. Stanfill, Clearwater,
Fla., and Tommy Donohue, Texas; 14 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Richards Funeral Home, New Madrid, Mo. Burial will follow in Evergreen Cemetery,
New Madrid.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Michele B. Bishop
A memorial service for Mrs. Michele B. Bishop will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Eulogies will be by Carl Eiten, Kevin Gallagher and Gary
H. Bishop.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Murray
State Equestrian Scholarship Program, Murray State University.
Mrs. Bishop, 49, Coles Camp Ground Road, Murray, died Thursday.
May 31, 2001. She was born June 17, 1951, in Fort Benning, Ga.
Survivors include her husband, Gary H. Bishop, to whom she was married Dec. 30, 1999, in Las Vegas, Nev.; her parents, Howard Chad Blazzard and Genevieve Hamblin Blazzard, San Diego, Calif.; three sisters,
Mrs. Jeannine Sharp, Santa Cruz, Calif., Mrs. Yvette McCullough and
husband, Dale, Berkeley, Calif., and Mrs. Denyse Sayler and husband,
Bob, Del Mar, Calif.; father-in-law, Thomas H. Bishop, Waterford, Miss.;
two sisters-in-law, Ms. Sandra Kay Martin, Germantown, Tenn., Mrs.
Vicki Swords, Holly Springs, Miss.; brother-in-law, Dewey Bishop, Holly
Springs; two nieces; four nephews.

Focus group to
hold meeting in
Hopkinsville

Is your mother
in the hospital?

LEXINGTON, Ky.- A focus
group for individuals with disabilities and their families will be held
10 a.m.-noon on June 9, 2001 at the
Western State Hospital Training
Center, located at 2400 Russellville
Road in Hopkinsville.
This session is one of a series of
community meetings sponsored by
the Interdisciplinary Human Development Institute Olmstead Project
and the Kentucky Developmental
Disabilities Council.
The forums are designed to inform individuals with disabilities
and their families about the Olmstead decision, a recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling that requires
states to provide community-based
services for individuals wishing to
live outside of an institution in appropriate situations.
Focus group leaders also will
address concerns about community
supports, barriers to living and
community integration issues. No
registration is necessary.
For more information, contact
Jim Kimbrough. Kentucky Olmstead project director at (859) 2579023.

It's funny.. All those years she took care
of me, and now I'm taking care of her.
That's why, when they ask me who's
going to provide the health equipment
she needs at home. I'm going to say,

"Holland Medical".
She deserves the best, whether it's a special
bed or respiratory equipment like nebulizers
So I just say, Holland':

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1.800-227.4125

Wife tells police she mistook her
husband for a prowler and shot him
ZEPHYRHILLS, Fla.(AP)- A
woman who apparently mistook her
husband for a prowler shot him to
death in their mobile home, police
said.
John Genter, 35, was shot in the
chest early Sunday, the Pasco
County Sheriffs Office said. The
couple had been married six years.
Felicia Genter, 28, told investigators her husband woke and
thought he'd heard noises outside,
Inuestnwnts Smee 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

Dow Jones lad. Mg. -.....-11074.80 + 13.21I
47.09 - 0.64
Air Products
AOL Time Warner 52.60 + 0.65
AT&T
21.19 - 0.07
Belt South
41.00 + 0.30
Briggs & Stratton
43.95 - 0.41
Bristol Myers Squibb -56.50 - 0.50
Caterpillar
55.3? - 0.41
Daimler Chrysler
45.70. 0.30
Dean Foods
40.80 - 0.19
Exxon-Mobil
90.22 - 0.61
Ford Nlotor
24.40 - 0.19
49.22 - 0.23
General Electric
General Motors
58.25 + 0.25
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR ..55.27 - 0.02
42.65 + 0.20
Goodrich
2&47 + 0.11
Goodyear
12.14 B 12.33 A
HopFed Bank*
114.55 + 0.91
IBM
49.24 - 0.18
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
29.30 + 0.80
24.67 - 0.33
Kroger
8.60 + 0.60
Lucent Tech
18.21 + 0.12
Mattel
29.03 - 0.20
McDonalds
74.02 - 0.30
Merck
71.79 + 1.01
Microsoft
22.73 + 2.05
J.C. Penney
43.18 - 0.29
Pfizer, Inc.
96.70 + 0.71
Quaker Oats
42.77 + 0.15
Schering-Plough
Sears
40.09 + 0.26
Texaco
72.85 - 0.35
41.00 + 0.06
Union Planters
US Bancorp
22.87 + 0.12
UST
29.24 - 0.01
Wal-Mart
51.03 + 0.04
Worldcom Inc.
18.20 + 0.21
Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc • price unchanged
.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
•
Information
HILLIARD
Available
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Upon Request
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PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 1-800.223-4947

said Kevin Doll, spokesman for the twice after she saw a shadow undersheriffs office.
neath the bedroom door, Doll said.
Genter gave her a handgun and
When no one replied, she shot
told her to lock the bedroom door. into the door six times. One of the
He then took another handgun and rounds hit her husband and killed
went to investigate.
him.
She heard the outside door close
No charges have been filed
and called out her husband's name

Thai's Corner
Restaurant

She would do the same for you

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Holland Medical Equipment

Capturing the taste of Thai, burnishing it with classical style at
10% Off
For Seniors
An Day

Holland Medical is on call twenty four hours
a day, so I don't have to worry... And neither
does she. So when you set ready to take
your mom home, just say,
"Holland"

10% Off
For MSU Students
Dinner Only

The Only One Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Located Next To Gold Rush In Olympic Plaza
Open For Lunch & Dinner
With Special Lunch Menu from $4.59-$5.95
Express Dish with guarantee 15 Minutes or drink free
and Promotion For Summer
Reservation Call (270)753-3328

Mr' I I IIIL
mut -'mu 11.
11111
1111.1
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-

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION
Store Consolidation Reduction Sale
We Are Consolidating Stores For Your Shopping Convenience

$250,000 In Inventory Must (3c)
12
5
1
°
10

Orly surennwizeir.

Savings Can Be Found On These Items:
•Housewares
•Plumbing
•Electrical
•Coolers

'Automotive
'Pet Supplies
'Small Appliances
'Pocket Knives

'Nuts & Bolts
'Hardware
•Unvented Gas Logs
'Sporting Goods

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00. Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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Murray Woman's Club closes 2000-2001 year
The Murray Woman's Club
closed its 2000-2001 club year on
Thursday evening, May 24, with
Donna Short, Nicholasville, president of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, as the lealured speaker and who installed
the officers for the coming club
year.
New officers installed were
Mary Ann Russell, president;
Martha Crafton, first vice president; Pat Harrington, second vice
president; Virginia Randolph. secretary; and Sheree Story, treasurer.
Department chairmen installed
were Marlene Beach and Alice Koenecke, Alpha; Janet Wallis, Creative Arts; Kay Ray, Delta; Joanna Adams and Jan Ochoa; Garden; Sylvia Sanert and Bobbie
Waters, Home; Sue Allison, Kappa;
Tracey Bernard, Music; Sarah Curd,
Sigma; Jo Farley, Theta; and Norma
Frank, Zeta.
Recognition was given and gold
cards to 22 members who have
served the club for 50 or more
years.
They are Neva Grey Al!britten, Louise Baker, Charlotte Barker, Oneida Boyd, Rose Marie
Bryan, Clover Cotham, Jo Elkins,
Bettie Lou Farris, Libby Hart,
Lula Belle Hodges, Hontas Hous-

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
"America - the Home of the Brave," a patriotic spectacular,
will be presented by First Baptist Church of Murray on Sunday, July 1, at 5 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Featuring choir and orchestra, a multi-media slide presentation, a huge American flag, songs of America, special recognitions and a military honor guard, this celebration promises to
be the highlight of the summer for you and your family.
Free tickets are available for both presentations. For information call the church office at 753-1854.

Depression group will meet
INSTALLATION...Donna Short, left, president of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
installed new officers, from left, Mary Ann Russell, Martha Crafton and Sheree Story. Not
pictured is Virginia Randolph.
ton, Clara Humphrey, Rebecca
Irvan, Ha!lie Kopperud. Lucy Lilly,
Jo Oakley. Ella Mae Quertermous,
Hazel Tarry, Roberta Tarry, Delma
Trotter, Rebecca West and Ruth
Wilson.
In, a candlelight memorial service three members who have died
during the club year were remembered. Irma La Follette was eulogized by Betty Lowry, Mars

Gertzen by Lillian Robertson, and
Katie Outland by Mildred Newton. The Music Department Chorus, directed by Margie Shown
with Pamela Seward as accompanist, sang "Deep River" and "Going
Home" for service and then sang
"A Collect for Club Women" as
the invocation for the salad supper.
Other special guests introduced

were Irene Morgan, aide to Mrs.
Short; Barbara Brandon, first district governor; Mary Ellen Pfost,
first district vice governor; Betty
Lowry, past KFWC president; and
Merryman Kemp,chair of the crime
prevention division of KFWC public affairs department.
Hostesses for the meeting were
members of Delta, Theta and
Zeta departments.

Greer will compete in scholarship pageant
Kacie Lane Greer of Murray
will be among 31 young women
who will compete for scholarships,
prizes and the title of Miss Kentucky 2001 at the Miss Kentucky
Scholarship Pageant in Lexington,
Ky.; June 14-16.
Greer is entering the pageant
as Miss. Paducah Area. Her talent

will be vocal and her platform
will be abstinence. A student at
Murray State University, she is
the daughter of Jimmy and Peggy Greer of Murray.
The 57th annual pageant will
be at Haggin Auditorium on the
campus of Transylvania University. Lexington. In this official state

PAW PM

0

Your Pet Supply Headquarters
614c •Eaziee •Deancowee
•P.:47
,
•Sciesece Deet •Euaczaact 7aesda
7ar V0914 & eat.4
1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center 762-0054

preliminary to the Miss America
Pageant, contestants representing
Kentucky will he offered scholarships, prizes and awards.
Preliminary competitions will
begin at 7:30 p.m. on June 14
and 15 with winners to be selected each night in the fields of talent and physical fitness • in swimsuit. The final night of competition will begin with a pre-show
at 6:30 p.m. on June 16. The
show can be seen on live television from 8 to 10 p.m. on stations in Lexington and Hazard.
"Ladies Night- is the year's
pageant theme and will feature Miss
Kentucky 2000 Whitney Boyles,
fourth runner-up to Miss America, as well as former Miss Kentucky Chera-Lyn Cook-Kennedy,
George Molton and entertainers and
professional dancers from across
the United States.
Sam Dick and Barbara Bailey,

1510 (.hemnui Street• Murray KY .1207 I
(270) 759 3063

Bring this coupon in and get
a Boulder's Vanilla Custard Cone

for only $0.50.
I Sorry, only one coupon per customer a visit.

SUMMER HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday
Hwy.641 N.
Murray
753-1725

fling Wills
urser

1504 N. 121h Street
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-4449

The Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
AmericHost Inn, North 12th Street. Discussion items will be children on the waiting list, men's softball tournament June 23 and
stops for the "Dream Machine:. All interested persons are welcome
to attend. For information call 474-8730 or 436-6295.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting Thursday at 10 a.m. at First United Methodist Church.

Faxon-Almo event Wednesday
KACI GREER
anchors on WKYT-TV Lexington,
will co-host the pageant along
with Miss America 2000 Heather
French Henry.

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Mohon of
102 Caleb Dr., Mayfield. are the
parents of a son, Briley Miller
Mohon, born on Tuesday, May
15, 2001, at 8:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Beth Mem). A
brother is Beau Mohon.
are
Paternal
grandparents
Tommy and Sherry Mohon of Murray and Jim and Joyce Norsworthy of Mayfield. Maternal grandparents are Joan Nesler and Fred
Nesler, both of Mayfield, and the
late Gary lkerd.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry (Jason)
Robinson of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Sierra Ashlee
Robinson, born on Tuesday, May
IS, 2001, at 9:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Rita Kay Cook. A sister is
Cheyenne Rae Robinson, 5:
Grandparents are Larry and
Linda Robinson of Murray and
Elbridge and Stella Cook of
Corinth.
Great-grandparents are Helen
Robinson and the late Herchel
Robinson, the late James and
Euple Bean, Isabel Cook and
the late Elbridge Cook Sr., the
late Ray and Alice Baker and
Floyd Perry.

Cody Wayne
Freeman

Don't forget to visit the official Freedom Fest
ticket stop a. the Froggy 1033 Live Remote

Dream Factory will meet

The Mountain Mission Truck will be at First United Methodist
Church on Wednesday. They are requesting baby items, men's shoes,
underwear (new), formals, nurse's uniforms, summer clothing, tools,
household and kitchen items. They cannot use books at this time.
Items can be left at the back parking area designated for mission
donation.

***

Enjoyfree refreshments
Tour the building
Register to win prizes

St. John's Episcopal Church will host an ice cream social in the
Memorial Garden on Thursday at 8:30 p.m. This is a good time to
experience the garden, softly lit at night, while enjoying ice cream,
instrumental music and fellowship. The public is invited.

Mission truck here Wednesday

Sierra Ashlee
Robinson

SUBSCRIBE

Episcopal event Thursday

A representative from the Paducah office of Cumberland Trace
Legal Services, Inc., will be at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center on Thursday at 8:30 a.m. No fees will be charged
to individuals 60 years of age and over. Appointments should be
made by Wednesday at noon by calling 753-0929.

Briley Miller
Mohon

***

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 7539015.

Legal representative to be here

BIRTHS
1

1
1
1

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Freeman of Hardin are the parents of
a son, Cody Wayne Freeman. born
on Sunday. May 27, 2001, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
seven ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Reva Turner. A sister is Kathryn
Freeman.
Grandparents are Eva Freeman
of Hardin and Thomas and Mary
Turner of Murray.
***

Faxon-Almo Fellowship Breakfast will be Wednesday at 8 a.m.
at Green Horse Restaurant. This is for any person and his or her
spouse who ever attended Faxon or Almo schools. For information
call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Singles (SOS) meeting Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Calloway Inn. This will be dues night. For information call
Barbara at 436-5032. Wendell at 759-0625 or Sandra at 1-270-3822995.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accept Masons is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464,
east of Alnico.

Bible School planned
Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its Bible
School on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
Persons are asked to note the correct dates from the previous
announcement. For transportation call 436-5861 or 753-3949.

Bass N Gals will meet
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n Gals will meet Wednesday at 6 p.m.
at Tom's Grille. All ladies that like to fish are encouraged to attend.
Boaters and non-boaters are welcome. For information call 4366295.

CCMS Council will meet
Galloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday and Thursday at 8 a.m. in the media
center. All interested persons are invited.

CCMS PTO will meet
Calloway County Middle School PTO will hold its last meeting
for the school year, 2000-2001, on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus Restaurant. All officers and board members and newly
elected officers and board members for 2001-2002 school year are
invited.

Support the Park meeting
Support the Park Group will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. near the
pool in Murray-Calloway County Park. Brad Steele, parks director,
will discuss repairs to the pool prior to its opening plus other
improvements that have been made in the parks during the month
of May. Those interested in parks development are invited to attend.

Hazel Alumni event June 16
Hazel Alumni Association will have its 54th annual reunion dinner on June 16 at Calloway County High School with Bracie Lee
Knight, a 1951 graduate and retired educator, as speaker. Reservations at $13 each should be made with Anne Barrow, 2087 State
Line Rd. East, Hazel, KY 42049. For information call Charles Tidwell, president, at 7853-5308.

Help OUT Girls
Grow Stronger!
Contribute to the
2001 Community
Partnership
Send contributions to
l(car Creek Girl Scout Service Center
711 Jefferson St.
Paducah, KY 42001
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Education
Tuesday, June 5, 2001

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?...East Elementary students in Fonda
Grogan's class take turns seeing who can go the lowest during
a carnival hosted by the teachers the last day of classes.

READING IS FUN...These MES students performed an "Arthur"
skit on Tiger Cub News. They were encouraging students to
read during the celebration of the author's anniversary,

YOU ARE GOING IN!.. Austin Jackson is determined to dunk his
dad, Mike Haren, during the school carnival held the last day of
school at East Elementary.

CELEBRATE.. Pictured are two MES students, Ryan Greer and
Aron Sweeney. celebrating with their class for setting a school
record. The class turned in library books for 12 weeks in a row.

HOW OLD IS THIS TREE?...Hoyt Choate visited Southwest
Elementary and brought slabs of wood for each student to determine the age of a tree.

EXTRA EYES...MES P3 student Logan Henderson is pictured
looking through the binoculars he made in library. They were
supposed to be looking for good books to read this summer.

PUPPET SHOW.. North Elementary students Danielle Pritchett,
Katie Clark and Alli Thompson performed puppet shows for
first-graders.

TRY THIS FOR COLOR...Marilyn Dill's class at Murray
Elementary colored their eggs the way children used to with
items from nature ... like boiled cabbage.

HAND PAINTING...Calloway County preschooler Michael
Hayden Speed shows occupational therapist Kat Fick his hand
after a session on hand painting.

WHAT'S OUR STATEGY?...Holly Heathcott and Ali Daniel are
shown discussing directions given for the scooter relay during
play day at Murray Elementary.

CHOWING DOWN...Two students from Murray Elementary are
shown enjoying a pizza party in the library during Scholastic
Book Fair activities.

LISTENING INTENTLY.. Haley Warner and Kady Forysthe are
pictured listening for the next number in a Bingo game held at
Murray Elementary School for the students.

This is the final Education Page for the 2000-01 School Year
Have a Great Summer!

School's
Out!

School's out, but we still have
our weekly specials.

,
411

Have a fun
and safe
vacation and
remember...
our dad's
available for
all your
eyecare needs.

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

759-2500

Special

LI

:30
•• • •

CALL 759-1874

3hinfe
604-1/2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, KY
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
Just Say "Charge It" VISA

CZ

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

$6.75 Column Inch,60 Discount 2nd Run,
40ti Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

rAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
020

020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

060

Notice

He Wanted

RETIRED Broker will look
over IRA's 401 K's, commissions on funds get 2nd
opinion $2500 fee Call
(270)924-9609

RESTAURANT
ACCOUNTING clerk Ft
RECEPTIONIST/
manager needed
Experience
with
M-F
Sales Clerk
Quick book desirable Call Full-time position availa- Sonic Of Murray is now
753-5650
ble Apply in person at hiring for shift managers.
Company 210 Prior restaurant manageStone-Lang
AFTERNOON cook and
ment experience preferdishwasher. Must be able S. 12th St Murray.
red. Must be able to work
to work weekends also
CHURCH
days, nights, & weekends.
Apply in person at Ann's
Receptionist/Secretary
Pay rate will be dependent
Country Kitchen, Hazel. Must be proficient in comon
previous management
KY.
puter use and all office
experience. Apply in perATTENTION:
skills. Hours are Mondayson or send resume to
WORK FROM HOME
Friday 8:30-Noon. Hourly
Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th
up to
wage 57.25. No benefits.
St. Murray. Ky 42071. No
$25.00-$75.00/hr PT/FT
Send resume to
phone calls please.
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
'Receptionist"
(888)248-7125
SERVICE
technician.
P.0 Box 1040-Y,
YourDestinyls Now corn
Washer & Dryer repair.
Murray, Ky 42071.
Experience required. Must
be honest and dependable, Clean driving record.
Knowledge of West Kentucky area. Drug screen
required. 1-800-622-1489.
Automatic
Apartment
Laundry, Inc.
SOCIAL Security disabledWe can get you approved!
Salary position. night & weekends.
No fee unless you win!
benefit package. Interested parties
Personal representation by
retired Social Security exshould call 759-9205 or 841-7146
ecutives and associates.
Ask for David or Adrian
You win with us!
EOF
1-800-782-0059.
SONIC Drive-In of Murray
is now taking applications
fro crew members for all
shifts. No phone calls
please_ Apply in person at
18 Wheels In 15 Days
, Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th
S600-S800 Weekly 1st Year
St. Murray.
No Out Of Pocket. if Qualify
THE
Department of DevelNo Employment Contracts
opment and Alumni Affairs
260 Immediate Openings
at Murray State University in Murray Kentucky has
Want Big Bucks S$$
the Following positions
open:
Drive Big Trucks!!!

060
Lost and Found

040
Roommate
Wanted
eanted Mus
be clean Have completely
furnished trailer on State
Line Rd Nice setting
$150 00 month plus 1 2
utilities male or female
Call 731-498-6409
060
Help Wanted
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn
S600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! COL training is now available in your
.eree fr0-242-7364
CILINTt)SIER SENVICIE
IREPIRF:SENTATIIiIK
Lan SISK
or MIN,.
or.trt,
c.i.thlt.bed ...counts
opemm,
tier
counts Complete hettelit
p•ti.rtre

(All.
& TI IS. OS
14111:1111 A.%1.-.5:00 P.M. 75Y-5910
AsIlt for
1(WA11

LOST FRIDAY 6-1 Smal
Rat terrier at the Westside
Vet. hospital Black/white,
short haired No collar 9
ers. old 492-8523
060
Help Wanted
NEUROSURGICAL Practice
seeking
certified
Physician Assistant. Surgical experience preferred
Salary dependent on experience Excellent benefits Fax resume/CV to
270-442-1649 or mail to
PNA. PO Box 7039, Paducah, KY 42002-7039.

OMV
Medical, Inc.
FT positions
Family Practice
Physician
assistant in
Fort Campbell.
Please contact
Carole Bellamy at
1-800-337-3105,
301-270-9212 or
email
Cbellamy@aol.com

4,016b- NOW HIRING
Assistant
pizza

I

./.44t--

Manager Trainee

HIRING IN THE SPOT!!!

S300 Bonus Upon Completion

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

:-Rri HIGHWAY FOREMAN
HM; Construction Company is seeking to hire a
11i12tee as eonstruction foreman. The inttis idual
apply imf tor this position V. itt he responsible for
assisting the Superintendent in managing earth irk and pipe crew s of up to lb employees and
pieces it equipment. The indiv idual must also
base a ss or k I g know ledge of grades. slope
stake'. es e le\ els. blue-tops. pipe lasers. le‘els
and transits This is not an entry -le\ el position
and only indi‘ iduals with proven qualitieations
will hc considered. This position otters a compete!s e salary. benefit package and company
chicle In order to he considered for this position y ou must submit y our resume w ith references to PO Bo S409 Paducah. KY 42002. No
Phone Calls Accepted. EOE

it" TRI, Ifa\

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
St TERINTENDENT

ConstruLlein ompany is seeking to hire
Lin I . uder,liound l'tilities Superintendent. The
niJis:dual applim.2 for this position must have
the tidlov.ing qualities Extensive experience in
gra: is se‘ker construction. Leadership skills and
ahiIrr_x to manage, plan, delegate, and track up to
employees Must he knowledgeable of heavy
equipment
I1ex:6 Construction otters a competitive salary
and benefit paekage. It .you meet these requirements and are ready to take on a leadership role
that is challenging and rewarding. please send
.our resume to .P.O. Bii 8.109, Paducah, KY
42in il-s409 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
IJ

Residential
as
positions
Part-time
Providers available for community-based
residential program for developmentally
disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts. opportunity for advancement,
excellent benefits including paid training,
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, vacations, and sick leave. The start,ing wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
E0E/M/F/D/V

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours.
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays,
paid vacations and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
POSITION AVAILABLE
Calloway County School District
Community Liaison and
Special Programs Coordinator

PRODUCTION/PROCESSING
SUPERVISOR

The Calloway County Board of Education
request applications for the position of

Ryan Foods has production/processing
supervisor positions available with the following qualifications B.S. Degree in Food
Science and supervision experience preferred. Excellent written and oral communication skills, problem solving and be team
focused. Resumes must be received by June
8. 2001

meet certification standards as required by
the Kentucky Department of Education. The
successful candidate will assume responsibilities which include public relations to
enhance needed services and/or resources for
the school district, students, staff and community. To assist in grant writing, maintain
the district web site, create district newsletters, analyze test data to determine needs
and perform any other duties or responsibilities as assigned by the superintendent.

lfi ffiLifiods
A Division of Dean Food-,
P.O. Box 1175 Murray. Ky.
AR: Human Resource Manager
EOE/AAP

v•ee•

YOUR HEART'S DESIRE

Help Wanted

Liaison
Community
and
Special
Programs Coordinator. Applicants must

Excellent wages and fringe benefits. Salary
commensurate with education and experience.. To request an application and job
description, you may call the Calloway
County Board of Education, at (2701 7627300.
Send resume and cover letter tp: Calloway
County Board of Education, Attention: Dr.
Larry Salmon, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER - 2 POSITIONS
Position reports to the Director of Development_
Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree with three years
experience as a development officer with a proven
track record of success in
fundraising. University
fundraising experience
preferred. Responsibilities: Assignment to specific academic units to build
upon the results of a successful capital campaign
with special emphasis on
the enhancement and creation of endowments: the
identification, cultivation
and solicitation of major
gift prospects; and serving
as an integral team member in the overall development operation.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, addresses and phone numbers of three references
to Development Officer
Search Committee, Murray
State University, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center, Murray. KY
42071.
Application Deadline:
June 29, 2001
COORDINATOR OF
TELEMARKETING/
ANNUAL FUND
Position reports to Associate Director for Annual
Qualifications:
Giving.
Bachelor's degree with at
least one-year experience
in university advancement.
telemarketing in a university setting or other telemarketing experience. Proficiency in MS Office Suite.
strong interpersonal communication (written and
verbal) and organizational
skills required. Preference
to applicants with managerial experience and experience directing volunteers.
Responsibilities: Designing strategies to increase
annual giving and donor
participation through telemarketing, direct mail, and
special events; initiating innovative prospect segmentation and appeals,
coordinating, managing,
and supervising telephone
and direct mail solicitations
for the University. Requires evening hour responsibilities.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, addresses and phone numbers of three references
to Coordinator Search
Committee, Murray State
University. 106 Development and Alumni Affairs
Center. Murray. KY 42071
Application Deadline:
June 29, 2001
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State is an equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA

employer.

LINE Al)RATES
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$230 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

1
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NEW physician practice is
seeking to fill the following
positions.
RN, receptionist, billing/reinbursement clerk, transcriptionist. Please respond to Box 1040-N,
Murray, KY 42071.
OTR
drivers
needed
Home on weekends Good
pay Assigned equipment
Call 1-800-478-1433
PRESS OPERATOR/
BINDERY HELPER
at Murray State University.
Full-time with benefits.
High school graduate and
two years experience in
commercial print shop/
bindery required. Training
in vocational printing may
be exchanged for experience. Knowledge of the
operation and ability to set
up projects are required.
Some heavy lifting involved. Salary $7.58 per
starting
hour
($7.81
7/1/01). Request application at (270)762-2147 or
apply at: Human Resources, Murray State University, 404 Sparks Hall, Mur42071-3312.
ray,
KY
Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO,
M/F/D, AA employer.
TOP quality nurse practitioner needed in busy family practice. Up to $75,000
salary package offered.
send resume to 813 Poplar St. Benton , KY 42025
or call for interview at 270527-8331.
WORK from home.
Enrollment on Internet,
paging and long distance
customers for nations 4th
largest communications
company. Full time, Part
time training provided
1-800-233-2432.

Domestic & Childcare
SITTER need for twin 4
year olds 8-430. Monday
- Friday. Call 759-8926
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
100
Business
Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy! No experience
needed.
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs
120

Appliances

Apartments For Rent
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

DUPLEX- 2br, 1 bath,
Central H/A, washer
Dryer, fenced backyard
$420 /mo 753-2571 Days
Ask for Jonathan
Ward-Elkins
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
On the Square
townhouse appliances fur753-1713
nished, W/D central gas
heat/ air. 1yr lease, 1
180
180
month deposit No pets
Lawn & Garden
Lawn & Garden
753-2905.
FOR rent: 2br duplex, carport, outside storage, ap1-1423$<01
' pliances furnished Economic heat pump system.
DAYLILIES ARE
No pets, deposit required.
BLOOMING EVERYWHERE!
Call 753-3778 or 527-5540
900 Varieties
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
June Special: Yellow $1.00 Each
now accepting applications
Miniature 3 for $1.00 • Hosta: $4.00
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
hwy. j4 Last 2 mdes from jowritown, and follow signs.
753-1970, Equal Housing
June hours: Tues-Sat. 9-5 or by apt. 753-2570
Opportunity.
bethelgarclenegjuno.com
NICE 2br, 1 bath 403-B
Northwood & #19 Megan
(Cambridge). All appliances furnished. No pets.
Available Aug. 1st. 5460/
Heavy Equipment
Apartments For Rent
month.(270)527-7199 or
753-2062.
CHEVY C60 dump truck
1 room efficiency, sepa
NICE 21er, 2 bath duplex.
$3,500 437-4030
rate kitchen & bath, some
With stove, refrigerator.
utility paid $200 No pets
microwave, W/D. Lawn
767-9037
maintenance included. No
Firewood
1&2 bedroom Apts.
pets. $475/mo. Plus sererApply at Mur-Cal Apts,
ty deposit. 753-9240
WOOD for sale, green and
902 Northwood Dr
NICE 2br., duplex with
or seasoned Del or pickMonday,
stove, refrigerator, W/D.
up $35.00 per
rick
Wednesday, Friday.
Lawn maintenance includ(270)759-2381
Phone 759-4984.
ed. $450/moefsecurity deEqual Housing
posit, 753-9240
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile near MSU 753-1252 or
Home. 3br,, 2 bath, al 753-0606
•LARGE BEDROOM in
1811 Ridgewood Dr.
electric. Nice 1 owne
Share
Extra nice 2br. duplex pleasant home
$11,500. 753-6635.
large living room, kitchen,
16'X72"91 Mobile home & Large bath, C/H/A, lease/
& bath, w/d, walk to Hospi1.308 acres 2 bedroom. 2 deposit No pets $425
tal or down town industry
753-0814
or
767-9748
baths, nicely remodeled_
$190. plus deposit of
Near North Elementary_ 1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur- $125./ 70 Channel Cable
270-527-7626.
& Utilities included accept
Cal Realty 753-4444
16X80 trailer. 3br, 2 bath,
for phone
References
1BR
Apt.
Available
5/19.
acres
&
without
2
with or
753-9211
Clean
Walk
to
MSU
30x40 shop. 759-8670
$235. p/mo
•1988, 14x70, 3br, 2 bath,
753-2084.
Houses For Rent
C/H/A, stove, refrig., dishwasher, awning & deck, 1BR Apt stove. refrigerator, D/W,
Clean, no 2BR., 2 bath, central H/A,
great condition.
*1975,
12x65
mobile pets 270-753-9841 or 2 car garage $600/per
month 759-5144
home. Great for storage or 270-436-5496
workshop Must be moved. 1BR duplex, 1 block from
NICE 2br in Hazel
Call 759-9698 or 559- campus $250-. utilities
492-8526
separate 1650 Ryan Ave
6215.
753-2649
1990 Premier 14x80, 2
Storage Rentals
1BR like new, appliances
acres. 2 miles from East
Coleman RE 759-4118
Elementary. Appliances,
1BR
dishwasher. dryer, new
Unfurnished
$195/mo
washer. 753-7644.
Furnished $225/mo
1992 Fleetwood- 16x70,
Low utilities References
2br, 2 bath, utility, livingrequired No pets
All Sizes Available
room, kitchen, all applian753-3949
ces, gas heat and stove,
C/H/A, 16x20 wooded 1BR , nice area, off street
deck and concrete steps parking. 753-8588.
included Must be moved. 2BR Duplex at 1707
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$12,700 Call 492-8509, Ridgewood $375/month.
520-540 On Center Drive
759-4406.
leave message.
Behind Tom's Grille
2BR duplex Central/H/A,
759-4081
appliances
NORTHWOOD
storage
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, 2 bath duplex. ga- Presently has units evade2BR Clean Mobile Homes
ble 753-2905 or 753rage Central, no pets
in small quiet park Cal
Coleman RE 759-4118
7536
492-8488
2BR, Near MSU New car- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
2BR. 2 full bath, mobile pet, paint & wallpaper,
*Inside climate control
home, furnished or unfur- C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
storage
nished, 10 minutes from $250 Coleman RE
*Security alarmed
Murray. 435-4083.
*Safe & clean
759-4118
NICE 2br, 2 full bath mo- 2BR, new townhouse, cen•We sell boxes!
bile home. 4 miles from tral, garage, 3 story.
•We rent U-Hauls
Murray. (731)782-3221
753-9600
Coleman RE 759-4118
NICE 2br, Mobile home 2BR 2 bath with deck and
No pets. 753-9866
Neon Beach
garage $600 per month
and deposit Call 270-759- Mini-Storage
3183 leave message
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
All Size Units
2BR., garbage, water. DeAvailable
1/2 acre $100/mo. 753- posit & lease required
$265/mo. 753-8355
6012
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

BETHEL GARDENS

641 Storage
753-5585

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

• We pay cash
Old toys antiques.
collectibles. 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727

150

Artois
Forties
NICE upright sewing ma
chine cabinet walnut 4
door Call 759-5238
OVER 2,000 VHS movies
for sale Starting at $2.00
each 753-7670

CL_ASSIF7EL:)]

753-3853

LOT for rent 492-8488

Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br. apts
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Section 8 housing
300
753-8221
Business Rentals
EHO
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage Applianw/
furnished
ces
washer/dryer 1yr. lease, 1
Various size units
month deposit No pets
_753-2905
Walnut Plaza
38R, 1 bath Walking dis104 N. 5th
tance to MSU Available
753-9621
now' 759-5885
'4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus 7535980 or 753-1203 after
2BR townhouse Brick,
5pm
C/H/A, all appliances
BRADLEY
Apts
Has
Clean, nice Northwood
openings 3br, 1 bath ApDr 1yr lease No pets
prox 1 000sq ft Located
753-3153
on campus behind Bradley
7537900
Book Company New car2BR very nice furnished pet, C/H/A $400/ month
apt C/H/A, available now. Also available, 1 br with
Coleman RE 759-4118
new carpet $250/ month
759-4696 or 435-4632

Office Space

For Sale Or Lease
HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square, heavy
traffic, ample parking, up
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
30 days
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta

AKC Chocolate Labs, pa
rents hunters Vet checked
and shots 753-9815
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies (270)247-8059
after 3 30pm
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
FREE birds 4 breeding
parakeets w/cage Need
loving home Call 7531693

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

rell

12 year old red roan Quarter horse gelding Excellent trail horse $650 00
(270)759-2381

BROWN 18ft horse trailer
wtih living quarters Call
767-9632 after 4

i

iriltmes ForSW

CUSTOM Built 16x29
Great Room, 3 bedroom,
Office. 2 full baths, kitchen dining room large utility room, & floored attic
storage, with oversized 2
car garage on 100'x200'
lot 803 South 17th Street,
Murray, $149,000 Call
owner 759-1620

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square bales
753-5719 559-1761

(

i

omes For Sete

%non

GET YOUR
ANGARAGE SALE
GOING!
/Wine
MeCall now to place your ad!

270-753-1916
Garag.
,
e
sate mai

$1600
30

less
words or

The Murray
Ledger & Times

3 braes

CLASSIFIEDS

HOME For Sale By Owner
4br , 3 1/2 bath 3900s
home 10 rooms, 10 dos
ets large TV/entertain
ment room, great room
w/fireolace, den, w/fireplace large recreation
room large deck gazebo
w/hot tub 3 lots (1 acre)
Sherwood Forest area
Will consider partial trade
for smaller house
(1500-2000sf) $179,000
753-4882

For SW
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath red brick double lot
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing Call
753-4109
FOR sale /rent 3br, 2
bath, brick C/H/A, fenced
back yard near university
759-9246

Wed Cws
1991 Toyota Camry Good
condition Terrific gas mileage Call 489-2736
1992 Olds Cutlass CieraSL 4dr console bucket
seats leather power everything, keyless entry, Michelin tire
•
- xx
SOLD

3BR , 2 bath brick house •1993 Dodge Grand Carawith large living room and van. V-6, all power.
kitchen 26x26 garage with 107,xxx miles Like new
18 acres, only 2 miles from *1995 Chevy Lumina, V-6,
MUST See!
town Must see 759-3366 83,xxx miles. Very Clean
Doll house in town 3br, 1
753-0114
leave message
bath, large lot $69,900
5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, 1995 Olds Cutlass Cerra
Call Campbell Realty
plus extra Apartment 4 door, maroon, loaded,
759-8780
Brick home for free You 30,000 plus miles Perfect
NO money down
do need good credit and a condition Must see to ap3br, 2 bath with garage
preciate $6500.00 firm
good job 753-9211
North area Priced to sell
270-753-7852
514 Whitnell
in $60's Grey's Properties 3br Over 1600sqft
1997 Chrysler LHS
759-2001 or Edwina 759- Priced to selP
P/B A/C, PM cassette,
9119
78,000 miles $8495
759-8918
SOUTH Hazel, Tennes- CHARMING 3 bedroom & 753-8355
see. 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, on guest house on country 759-9854
3.75 acres. 492-8526.
lane 5 minutes from '88 Honda Civic 5-speed,
downtown
1 5 acres loaded, good
MPG
FOR Sale by Owner
3br, 2 bath, large closets, w/pond & barn $87,000 $1500.00 Call after 6pm
759-4513
eat in kitchen, built in 753-2570
PORSCHE 924. 1978,
1998, 2009 sq ft. including
$3,000. New tires & bat2 car garage 767-9369
tery. Call 498-8992.
leave message.
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
1997 Yamaha Kodiak Ex
1988 Red Ford Mustang
Priced like a fixer upper,
cellent condition winch cyl PW, PL, CC, AT, runs
but everything new and
(270)759-1519
good Good gas mileage.
ready to move into. 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room, YAMAHA 350 on/off road. 1 owner $850.00 489-2534
Adult ridden. Garage kept, 994-0776
$39,900.
low mileage. Very nice.
435-4632 or 559-8510.
$2.000. 436-5362 or 4365437.
Vans

ANTENNAS
Including
99 GMC SL HD 3/4 ton RV's, TV
Towers rotors
white high miles excellent
amplifiers, and accessocondition 753-7785 519ries
0322
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales
Service and Installation
Campers
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
16 ft travel trailer Very
nice condition, fully load- 500 N 4th St, Murray, KY
ed, $3,900 436-5362 or
270-759-0901.
436-5437
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
Ii Motors
•Driveways,'Parking lots,
1975 Monark bass boa
*Subdivision paving,'Seal
with 40Hp mercury motor,
coating, 'Stripping
'Chip & seal
loaded very few hours
Fully insured,
$1,895 Call 435-4083
Locally owned & operated
199 Mark Twain ski boat
Over 30yrs experience
U-Haul 3024 V-8 Tam trail759-0501
er. $3300 Call 270-534753-1537
0183
Asphalt Seal Coating
94 Ebbtide Champione
Travis Asphalt Sealing
1900 runabout boat, ga-Driveways
rage kept Excellent condi*Parking lots
tion $8500 Call 753-2905
Services Offered

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
Rad Estate
white rock
All Major Appliances
436-2113
HALEY Professional
2-3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
and Most Major Brands
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Appraising
with land Wonderful kitchFree estimates 759-0276
270-759-4218
en. beautiful hardwood
BUD'S Concrete Finishing
"For What Its Worltf
floors
Kirksey
area
On The Square • Murray
No job to small or too big
$68,500 435-4180
(270) 753-1713
for us We travel any113131Lhe Properly
3BR house and land Call
where, concrete, patios,
A-1
Tree Service
436-5064
driveway, side walk's, poll
Stump Removal
2BR. cabin on lake. Deedbarn's. Best price around
492-8737,
ed
marina
access
give
us a call
437-3044
$35,000. 270-354-6422
Free Estimates.
Free Estimates
480
1993 GMC Van AC, Pow
759-4355
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Auto Parts
er Windows, Power Locks
CARPORTS Starting at
Decks,
Home
Additions,
TV, 146,000K. As is
S675 installed Roy Hill
FOR Sale! Complete 9' $3,600.. Phone 759-1661 Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
Garages, Carports. Pole (270)436-2113
ford rear end assemblies. Leave message.
North, Murray. 753-1967.
Barns, Metal Buildings, CERAMIC and man-made
Includes axles & 3rd memBEAUTIFUL wooded half1995 Dodge Caravan, Fencing. Hardwood
Floors stone installation
ber
set
up
for
4
link
susacre building lots at Kenwhite, low mileages Call Installed &
Finished. Quali- 731-642-9741
pension.
Call
759-0100
tucky Lake. Deeded mari759-5238 or 753-2905
Quiet setting, minutes from Murray. Well kept Days or 759-4600 nights.
ty Workmanship. Afforda- COMPLETE LAWN CARE
na access. City water and
home, 2 BR, w/pool, deck, large kitchen, unfinOF MURRAY
ble Rates. Licensed.
county roads. Additional
ished upstairs, central heat/air, including
We offer a complete line
753-7860. 753-9308.
acreage available $9500.
appliances. Appraised at $75,000 in 1998.
AFFORDABLE tree work, of service including.
270-354-6422.
Leave Message 753-4260
1974 Ford F-100 Range hauling, cleaning
out
tIllilly Vehicles
'Lawn mowing,
LOTS for sale Starting at
XLT PU $1000.00
sheds, gutters cleaning,
*Landscaping.
FLIMn
$11,000 Price includes
1997 Ford Explorer XLT 1992 Yamaha TW-200 etc
•Bed mulching
water, septic & driveway.
436-2867
Loaded 2WD S10.900 On/off road bike $850 00
Residental-Commerical
Also land home packages
2000 Yamaha 650 V-Star
AHART & Culver
731-479-7002
Free Estimates -Insured
270-437-4838
Septic Installation
270-753-6772
1999 Ford Explorer, white Classic $5500 00
RARE and unique home
270-759-4762.
leather. $17.600. Call 270- 270-759-2246 days leave Also top soil and gravel.
site opportunity below
437-4838 or (270)559message
MOODY'S Mower Repair
534-0183
cost. 759-4959.
Pick Up & Deliver
1994 Dodge Dakota V-8 4986
_
ALL Carpentry Service
3 lots
loaded. 78,xxx
753-5668
miles.
Used Cars
From Foundation to
_
_
12x50 bid water, septic 1
$6500. 731-479-7002.
MOVING
Finish.
block from boat ramp
1976 Chevrolet Corvette 1999 Black Dodge Dakota
$15,500 753-5945 43618Yrs experience.
Lamb Brothers
Stingray. Red, sharp, Ext Cab 1 owner , ex6320
Cross Country Or Local
New Construction.
clean
19,xxx
tremely
miles.
56,xxx
original
Remodeling. Repairs.
Licensed & Insured. Call
S14 900 759-1509
$11,500. 731-479-7002.
Concrete Work.
Luke Lamb At
[
121 Acreage
1-877-902-5262 or
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
270-753-2555.
26.6 wooded acres, road
Beautiful home, brick with new
ALL Carpentry,
ROOF LEAKING?
frontage. building site.
YOU SHOW US:
Electrical.,
Call a professional.
vinyl siding. on 1-1/2 lots
great terms $19,950. with
•Average credit (not perfect)
Home building, additions.
Residential, Commercial
10% down $300 per
(150x225), 2,874 square feet,
•Steady income history
remodeling Rotten floors.
or Industrial
month. (270)753-9302
sagging roofs. Home &
270-435-4645
raised tile patio. 4 bedrooms,
WE SHOW YOU
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
ROOFING NEEDS
3 baths, great for entertaining,
•100% loan, no money
I!
References. Call Larry
*Tear offs •New roofs
down
9 closets - great storage!
Nimmo
*Reroofing 'Patching
2 Houses
•Flexible, forgiving program
753-9372, 753-0353
Free Estimates
$152,500
1 large duplex
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Call 753-7769
McLeod's
Cecil
(Good rental).
Leave message
Gerry
Puckett
•
Pat
Butler
•
Jacquelyn
Watson
Lawnmower Repair
I single (2br , 1 bath)
Call 753-8123 For Appt.
Pick-up & delivery
Both near downtown
753-7407 A 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
For
Sale
By
Owner
SMALL engine repair
753-9814
753-6429 No realtors
mowers for sale
753-0260
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
Free estimates
your home into great shape with the
753-5484
help of these local professionals.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization bed mulchsheds.
for houses, barns &
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
ing. Free Estimates.
same
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
759-9609
" We Specialize in Cleaning
TUTORING after summer
.5oectalizing iviC;l4StOiN1Workoran5kup
classes Certified teacher
*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'CUSTOM HOMES
•Vinvl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
(Elementary) all subjects
*FAUX FINISHES
'SPRAY PAINTING
*SPECIAL COATINGS
'Brick •All External Cleaning
`PRESSURE CLEANING
at library 420 per hour.
•MULTISPECCOATINGs
*WATER PROOFING
(270)235-5148
*Acid Cleaning Available
WEATHER-GUARD
•We Lke Hot Water •Parking Lob & Drivev,ilys
WINDOW COMPANY
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
Exterior
Phone 1270) 759-4734
David Borders
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN
Home Improvement,
*Replacement windows,
'Vinyl siding.
'Metal roofing.
*Financing available.
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
Call for appointment.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses tr
Phone - Fax 759-4766
sagging or weak floors
1-888-321-0818
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Price Reduced - $811,000

FOR SALE -

1306 Doran Road

Global Mortgage Link

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

E
I
I
I
I
1
4goeaff14
LAKE LAND PAINTING

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing

Metal
day. Trim
cut to the inch the
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-753-6895

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

•

.
16 46

N.., gpsf.

/1,6

.04.-

Lamb Tir-c)therts

David's Home Improvement

-Lamb Brothers

=Moving-

Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

•Install moisture barriers.

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270- 753-2555

Flus...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

(

A Bigger Selection - Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'
A

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Whore, Otialtty Doesn't Carry A High Price

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy

at 753-1916
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LICENSED & INSURED Free K ,,ites
24 Hr. SerrIce
'
rfc
Hedge Trimming
.
!
"I-4
Tree & Stump
ReIr

.

ri!

Tree Trimming

e
B„,„TOAHIGHERS,-,,
Siaffdafd

We Service AllBrands
bcense sM02182

270-759-2288

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

11111161111111111

906 N 17th Street • Mayfield KY
510S 4th Street • Murray KY

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

Murray
(270)767-9295

L&B

CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
Ni' lobs Too small I
COP/iiPil"t

I

rec

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

i;c.

270-759-4979
NOW in MURRAY and
CALLOWAY COUNTY
after serving Mayfield-Graves Co. For 25 Years
Flast, Affordable Service Anywhere You Need Us

JERRY'S GLASS
A Full Service Glass Shop
SPECIALIZING IN AUTO GLASS
* We come to your home or office
* Approved by all major insurance companies
(we do all the paper work)
Locally Owned & Operated
Jeff Gream - Associate & Sales
Mirrors • Furniture Tops • Plate Glass
Plexiglass • Tempered & Insulated Glass
Patio Door Glass Replacement

270-759-0203
2281 Rob Mason Road
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell Phone 853-4188
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickte Farley 759-1519.
FOR any outdoor
service's, Lawn, mulch.
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect
Call Brandon
436-5277
FRANKLIN
Lawncare Plus
Residential or commercial
mowing and trimming
Free estimate 767-9415
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured. 489-2839
HOLDER DRYWALL
*Complete Drywall
Finishing
'Textured Ceiling
Free Estimates
Jerry
924-9336 871-1733
Bruce
924-0997 863-2356
Cadiz, Ky 42211

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

HAS A NEW SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!
Fish, Shrimp, Frog Legs, And More!

But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fish
Buffet with Catflsh Fiddlers, Fillets and
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!

LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Tel: 270-437-4568
Call for private

1iv Large
•I

270-753-8204

The Shed Cafe

$111

West
Kentucky
Recycling

®

The Tennessean Golf Club has been ranked by Golf
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee". in addition to being selected as the 7th
-Best new affordable public course in America"
(January issue) Play this Championship Course for
only $30 (includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50.
plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.

1244 State Route 121 North

Eckhe Langston
Owne,

‘IM

GOLF AT
-rHE TENNESSEAN

Cleanup Serr
Full Line iof
Eq uipment
Patti! Lai ?rib

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
71011.0?4•1

NOW OPEN!

-vafrons

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential ano
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
"Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
'No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
WEST Ky
Seamless Gutters
Free Estimates
753-0278

Free Column
FREE Kiln Dry sawdust,
by the truck loaded Call
753-4498
MOVING overseas, musf
find good home for beloved German Shepherd
2 yr neutered male. quiet.
ideal
obedient, loving
companion dog 382-2775

Looking for a great deal
on a volleyball net, in-line
skates, a racing bike or
golf clubs? Find it in the
classifieds Every day,
you'll discover hundreds
of classified listings for all
sorts of merchandise.
from baseball mitts to
boats It's a fast and easy
way to find exactly what
you're looking for, for a
lot less
MI NO

EDGEHOITINDs
CLASSIFIEDS
753-1916
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What do you think
about people living alone and talking to
themselves? I know we all do it on occasion, but this concerns me.
DEAR READER: You are correct At
times, when alone, we all talk to ourselves. In fact, well-adjusted children
invariably talk to themselves and to
make-believe companions. This is normal and harmless - unless, as one
humorist remarked, we answer ourselves.
Mentally disturbed adults, on the
other hand,carry on extensive conversations with imaginary figures and deities.
This is usually a sign of severe mental
disorder.
In my experience, when normal people talk to themselves, they do just that.
And they recognize it as such. In contrast, emotionally disturbed individuals
are frequently under the dtausion that
there is really someone or a force out
there with whom they converse. Their
sense of reality is impaired.
In short, as long as we know we are
talking to ourselves, we are basically
normal. This activity slides into abnormal behavior when an individual can no
longer differentiate "self," and the talking takes on a meaning all its own.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You once wrote
about the dangers of latex allergy, especially the latex in gloves universally used
by medical professionals. I believe that
foam cushions in old cars and old bras
that contain foam latex are also sources
of potential problems. Am I correct?
DEAR READER:Yes,you are. People
are sometimes highly allergic to substances used in the manufacture of
latex, a product that is common in cushions and elasticized undergarments.
These people can develop severe skin
reactions or even difficulty breathing
when exposed to latex, especially if the
skin is moist, as is the case in hot weath-

er or during prolonged sitting in a warm
automobile. The best treatment is strict
avoidance of any material to which a
person knows he or she is sensitive.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Allergies."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am terribly bothered by toenail fungus. Nothing I've tried
helps. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Onychomyeosis is
the medical term for fungus infection
that causes the nail to become thick,
brittle, discolored, and sometimes foulsmelling. The condition has been estimated to affect about 5 percent of the
American public and about 30 percent of
people over 65. In most cases, this infection is merely unsightly; in severe infections, however, walking can be impaired.
Patients with diabetes, vascular disease
or deficient immune systems are especially prone to toenail fungus.
This fungus is hard to avoid, because
it thrives in warm, damp, dark environments such as bathrooms, showers and
locker room floors-even in shoes that
don't "breathe."
To avoid toenail infection, people
should wash their feet daily (and dry
them thoroughly), clip toenails regularly
straight across, avoid polyester pantyhose and stockings, wear shoes that do
not pinch and cause the feet to sweat,
and use an anti-fungus foot powder.
Once infection is present, the affected
nails should be clipped as short as possible. A podiatrist or M.D. may be consulted. Topical or oral medication (or both)
may be used, as may soaking the feet in
herbal La Pacho Tea. Prescription antifungus drugs include Diflucan, Nizoral,
Sporanox and Larnisil.
Toenail fungus,although common and
difficult to treat, is not a hazard to
health. Because you seem to have
exhausted options for therapy, I suggest
that you take a new tack. Obtain an
examination by a podiatrist who will
probably order a fungus culture at the
time he clips your nails. Then,in all likelihood, he will prescribe the appropriate
medicine for you.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que
Grill Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Bar-B-0 Available Anytime
Now Offering Catering Services
Dine In or Carry Out
753-1934
Intersection of Hwy. 464
& 1824 Almo

DEAR ABBY: Your column
about teen fitness caught my attention. I am a high school sophomore
who is involved in sports activities
such as swimming, track/cross
country and kickboxing. I have been
struggling with anorexia and
bulimia since my freshman year.
It's a serious problem that society
needs to address.
My purpose in writing is to
thank you and Terrie, the woman
whose letter you printed. It meant
the world to me, and I'm sure it did
to hundreds of other teens. Just
knowing someone cared brought
tears to my eyes.
If I could offer advice to teens
suffering from this disease, it would
be this: Get help. You are living in a
dark, cold world that you shouldn't
have to be in. If you can't talk to
your parents, then reach out to
someone else - a teacher or school
counselor. They're there to help.
Also, don't give up. When things
seem at their worst, they can only
get better. It helps to remember
that there really are people who
care and that you're not alone.
After coming to terms with my
problem, I went to my mother, who
put me into counseling right away. I
was also taken to a nutritionist to
learn about how to eat healthy.
Only then did my recovery begin.
Thank you, Abby. Your column
will be displayed in my room for a
long time. It's given me strength to
get through this.
NEW JERSEY TEEN ON THE
ROAD TO RECOVERY

through 12 think that they are
overwpight, and 60 percent of
them say they are trying to lose
weight. Nearly half of all teenage girls skip a meal to control
their weight - and between 3.6
percent and 12.9 percent of
young women suffer from one
of the three main eating disorders: anorexia nervosa, bulimia
or binge-eating. Of all psychiatric disorders,eating disorders
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WE'VE SPENT OUR LIVES
E STAMM& AND SWEATING
50 INC GOULD FIND ONE Of
THESE HORRID SPANDEX
TORTURE CHAMBERS
THAT WASN'T CORIPLETEIN
HUMIUATIN& !!
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ONE SUIT ONE TIME
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I REALLY SHOULD
CUT THE GRASS...
BUT IT'S SUCH
A NICE DAY

***

CONFIDENTIAL TO "MAD AT
HIS MOM IN PITTSBURGH*:"The
real art of conversation is not only
to say the right thing at the right
time, but also to leave unsaid the
wrong thing at the tempting
moment."(Dorothy Nevill; submitted by David Broome)
***

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
***

For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more
attractive person, order "How to Be
Popular." Send a business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.)

MAYBE I'LL )
WATER IT INSTEAD

YOU'RE
BLINDING ME
WITH YOUR

I

PEANUTS
WANN WANA!MANN!!!

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Igor
Konstantinov itch, part of a group of
-Russian environmental educators,
signing the guest register at Oakhurst, home of Murray State University President Ronald J. Kurth,
during a visit June 3. The group is
participating in a week-long environmental education course at Land
Between the Lakes.
Births reported include a girl to
Dennis and Kim Menick, May 24; a
boy to Tammy and Joe Williams
and a boy to Julie and Walter Harris, May 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Ezell will be
married 50 years June 9.
Twenty years ago
Published are pictures from the
"Mock Disaster" of a tornado hitting the area held yesterday. The 42
victims of the "disaster" were
treated in 55 minutes at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
drill was to test the efficiency of the
hospital's disaster plan and the ability of various agencies to implement
their own plans of assistance.
Coast Guard Seaman Apprentice
Subsistence Specialist Paul J.
Parkin was graduated from Basic
Subsistence Specialist School at
Petaluma, Calif.
Thirty years ago
One hundred twenty-two graduates of Murray High School, the
largest and last class to graduate
from the MHS building on Main
Street, held graduation exercises at
Holland Stadium June 2. Anne Battle was valedictorian and Nancy
Hart was salutatorian.
Carl Roberts, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Hollis Roberts, graduated from
Officers Candidate School at Newport, R.I., where he was commissioned an ensign.
The Rev. David C. Roos will begin his ministry at First Christian
Church June 6.
Forty years ago
A feature story and picture about
Marinell Myers, Calloway County
Dairy Princess, are published. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester B. Myers of Lynn Grove
and has completed her junior year at
Murray State College.
Willie Bland,66, of Murray died
June 3 from injuries sustained when
struck by a car in Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Gardner Cossey, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Harley Henson
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Parks.
Filly years ago
Summer session at Murray State
College will begin June 11 and continue through Aug. 4. Classes will
meet six days each week and students can earn up to nine semester
hours of credit during the term.
Major Oliver C. Hood, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood of Murray,
flight surgeon at Fifth Air Force Jet
Fighter Base in Korea, has been
awarded the Bronze Star Medal.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley of Murray
High School PTA attended the national PTA convention in Miami,
Fla. While away she also visited her
son, Charles Tolley, serving with
the U.S. Navy at Jacksonville, Ha.

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

surpnse you. Tonight: Accept an invita- need to. Your humor and sense of direction.
tion help others who might not be as
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
easygoing. Your ingenuity emerges when
**** Others come to the rescue. dealing with a child or risk. Curb the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Though you're born under a sign associ- flirting if you're attached! Tonight: Visit
June 6,2001:
ated with mental dexterity, you might be with a favorite person.
Your positive, high energy often bnngs
overly emotional in the next few weeks. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
wild, unanticipated reactions. Think in
A friend could have your best interest in **** Deal with expenses head-on.
terms of being effective and trying to
mind, though you'd never know it from Your family might be reactive about
work with others. By playing amateur
his caustic tone. Tonight: Accept anoth- what you decide to change. Assume
psychologist, you learn to understand
er's offer.
responsibility for spending and your
others better. You might feel as if you are
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
budget. A partner will do anything to
on a seesaw as you attempt to juggle dif*** You accomplish a lot very quick- help you feel more comfortable. You can
ferent forces. If you are single, an assortly. Your high energy helps you breeze count on this person in a crunch. Tonight:
ment of options and people surrounds
you. Think deeply about what you want. through work. Take time to socialize Pay the bills.
If attached, go along with your partner on with others at work. Listen to someone SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
adventures more often. As a result, your carefully who has some awfully "sweet" ***** Try the unexpected, and be
significant other will indulge you more words to share. Network at a meeting. open to reversing positions. Life would
frequently. SAGITTARIUS plays devil's Others will respect your perspective. 'not be as fun or exciting if everything
went as you wanted it to go. Display
Torughe'Get into a favorite sport.
advocate.
what you do well for others. GO in a new
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll **** You drive a hard bargain when direction. Try a risk or two. Others seek
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; you want something - you're bound you out ,and will ask for feedback.
and determined. Friends could challenge Tonight: It's your call.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
you, though somehow you turn criticism CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
into a positive feedback. Good for you! *** You could be spending to mollify
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** An impulsive gift or token of Another admires your ability to work some of your strong feelings. Rather than
affection wins someone's attention. with the public. Tonight: Take a mid- acting out, discuss your emotions in a
way that someone can understand. You
Sometimes, slowing down the hectic week break.
might be surprised how intimate chats
pace of your life and stopping to do VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
something meaningful might be ulti- **** Often, your words anchor oth- could resolve problems, given time.
mately more important than anything ers and help them remember what is and AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
else. Dial up a key associate. Tonight: what isn't important. Use your high, ***** Once more, you do the unexnervous energy and clear out a physical pected. Why should you be surprised by
Hop on the Internet.
task. A diet or new health plan gets a others' reactions? Go with the unpreTAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Venus moves into your sign, good start if you begin right now. dictable and work with others. Extremes
adding to your well-known sensuality. Exercise also will help you reduce stress. punctuate interpersonal relationships.
What starts as a flirtation could become a
Extremes punctuate moods and partner- Tonight: Mosey on home.
lot more. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
ships. If you work well with an associate, LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
you will ultimately benefit professional- ***** Reach out for others. Don't PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
ly. The results of a must appearance will stand on ceremony when you really don't **** Stay on top of a professional
matter. You might be overwhelmed by
what a boss or someone in authority
CROSSWORDS
drops on you. Understand that anything
is possible, especially if you refine to
sequence
ACROSS
accept the word "no,"
41 Mal de Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Heavy blow
1 Baby s
43 Set of
covering
D IEMBITI
ISCAB
twelve, for
4 - mouse
short
8- Swenson
ARCO
ASH
HORA
EI)GEIR&TIMES
45 Paving
12 Young men's
YARN
SEE
IN
RU
substance
9rP.
S QUARE
TR I PLE
46 French
Home Delivery
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affirmative
CO WHEN
agreement
3
mo.
$20.25
47 Not (prefix)
14 Flew the H E.R0 DR INK I NG
48 Kapek robot
15 Desert plant
6
mo.
$40.50
E
RN
ARE
NA
ROE
49 Regular
17-of Pigs
1 yr.
$78.00
YEARN I NG
52 Spicy stew
19 Township
54 Vessel
(abbr.)
AILSOE
Local Mail
56 Collection of
20 Ms. Novak
O NEILL
OPT IO,N
(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
facts
21 Suitable
P AWNI I L
OGLE
E
3 mo.
$25.00
57 "Auld Lang
22-on your
E PEE
NIL
life
EELS
6 mo......
$50.00
58 Linden and
23 Composition
CARD
GSA
STAT
1 yr.
$85.00
Holbrook
25 Long period
6-5
C
2001
United
Feature
Syndicate
59 Not high
of time
Rest of KY/TN
26 Southern St.
instrument
16 Agave plants
(Puryear, Buchanan & Paris)
DOWN
27 Court matter
5 Engineers'
18 --ease
3 mo.
$6.5.00
28 Joanne degrees, for
21 Bog down
1 UK
29 Mr. Winkler
6
mo.
$80.00
short
22 Woman's
broadcasters
32 Brit. title
6 Presley ID
1 yr
name
$110.00
2 "Love -33 More
7 A Williams
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Many
laughable
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24 TV's Wilson
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Other Mail Subscriptions
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36 Dark brown
3
mo.
.$70.00
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26
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voice
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The
3
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4130.00
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29 Hugh Hefner,
3
10 11
7
[
to pals
Check
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14
2
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_.
.
31 -river
15
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17 •if3
19
Name
(Belgium)
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22
Street Address
34,cash ending
_
37 -Scaggs
23 24
26
25
39 Beast
41 Swamp
City
27
28
29
30
31
42 Belonging to
State
Zip
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32
33
35
43 Twosomes
Daytime
Phone
44 Solely
38
39
45 "Et -,Brute"
Mail this coupon with payment to:
46 Exclamation
.
48 "Norma -"
49 Nothing
50 Year (Sp.)
51 Lay down the

ISubscribe to the
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flak,ING IS SUCH

have the highest mortality rate
- 10 percent.
Starving is not a proper or
effective way to lose weight.
Teens who fail to get enough
vitamins and minerals in their
diet are se .ing themselves up
for osteoporosis in their later
years. The most effective way to
practice sensible weight control
is to talk to your physician or a
registered dietitian about what
constitutes a healthy, balanced
diet; to realize that weight is
not put on overnight and it's
not lost overnight; and to establish a routine that includes
moderate physical activity.

DEAR N.J. TEEN:Fm pleased
you're recovering. Your letter is
sure to raise awareness among
other teen-agers. That's important, because our culture with help from the media tends to glamorize extreme
thinness. It's a dangerous goal.
According to the Department
of Health and Human Services,
one-third of all girls in grades 9

Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn

THROUGHOUT HISTOR1/4.1,
WOMEN HfNE BEEN
GAWKED AT,
OGLED,
RIDICULED AND
REJECTED BECAUSE
Of OUR FIGURES.

LOOKING BACK

(ACTUALLY,
AFTER You
ACE 50MEONE,
,t0U REALLY
SHOULDN'T
saw,"WAHH,
Nt(Aia( NYAaif

47

50

53 Nimoy ID
55 Ashby ID
57
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Lakers' focus remains on team honors
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Philadelphia 76ers won most of the NBA's individual awards this season. That's fine
with the Los Angeles Lakers, as long as
they win the championship.
"You have the MVP over there, you
have the coach of the year, you have the
defensive player of the year, you have
the sixth man of the year. What more do
you want'?" Lakers star Kobe Bryant wondered Monday.
The 76ers might ask for some time
off, something the Lakers have had plenty of due to their overwhelming success
in the playoffs.

Idle since completing a sweep of the
San Antonio Spurs in the Western Conference finals May 27, the Lakers practiced Monday for the first time since
learning they'd play Philadelphia in the
NBA Finals.
A lengthy film session was planned
for later in the day.
-We split the seasoirieries with them.
We had identical records. Now it's time
to find out who's the best team," Lakers
reserve Brian Shaw said.
Most observers believe that will be
the Lakers, who gathered momentum by
winning their last eight games of the reg-

Aurilia, Bonds
lift Giants to
3-1 victory
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
While Barry Bonds has been getting all the attention, Rich Aurilia has been quietly putting togethler his own career year.
Bonds hit home run No. 30,
becoming the fastest player ever
to reach the mark, as the San
Francisco Giants beat the San.Diego
padres 3-1 Monday night.
Aurilia, meanwhile, went 4-for4 to raise his
average to a NLbest .373. It was
his fourth fourhit game of the
season
and
matched a career
high he - has
reached
nine
times.
-Let people
BONDS
talk
about
Barry," Aurilia said. "That's fine
with me."
Bonds hit No. 30 in a record
57 games. Babe Ruth reached 30
homers in 63 games in 1928.
Bonds'solo shot off Bobby Jones
(2-8) in the fourth inning sailed
over the fence in center field as
the crowd chanted "Barry! Barry!"
In the only other NL games,
Los Angeles beat Arizona 8-4 and
St. Louis downed Cincinnati 5-2.

Shawon Dunston homered on
Jones' first pitch of the game.
Calvin Murray, who replaced Dun-ston in center field in the seventh, robbed the Padres of a pair
of hits with two diving catches.
Shawn Estes (5-2) pitched eight
scoreless innings, allowing three
hits with four walks and four
strikeouts.
He lowered his ERA to an NLbest 2.45 and hasn't allowed a
run in 20 innings.
Robb Nen pitched the ninth for
his 12th save, allowing San Diego's
run on Mike Dart's RBI single.
-Right now, we need to win,"
Giants manager Dusty Baker said.
"Shawn's coming through for us
when we need to win."
The Giants, winners of the NL
West last season, are one game
under .500, and six games back
of the Arizona Diamondbacks in
the division.
The Padres, who have lost six
straight, are in last place in the
division, seven back of Arizona.
Dunston started it for the Giants,
driving Jones' first pitch into the
left-field bleachers.
It was the first leadoff home
run for the Giants this season. It
was Dunston's fourth career gameopening homer

ular season and II straight in the play- Phil Jackson said he's not concerned about.
offs.
The 76ers, 11-7 in the playoffs, but
Only one other team — the 1989 Lak- still alive, have been without starting forers — has entered the finals without los- ward George Lynch due to a broken foot
ing a playoff game, but they were swept for 10 games, although he may return.
by the Detroit Pistons in the NBA Finals.
Allen Iverson, winner of the MVP award,
Anything close to the Lakers being swept missed Game 3 of the Eastern Confernow seems the longest of long shots ence finals with a sore tailbone, but is
unless they're hit by injury. That was the obviously better now, as evidenced by a
case 12 years ago when starters Byron 44-point performance in Game 7 of the
Scott and Magic Johnson injured their conference finals on Sunday night.
left hamstrings.
Eric Snow is playing despite being
These Lakers, unbeaten since April 1, hobbled by an injured ankle. Aaron McKie,
are quite healthy, save for Shaquille winner of the sixth man award, is startO'Neal's tweaked left ankle, an injury coach ing in his place.

"Because of Eric's ankle situation,
they've been going with a different lineup," said Derek Fisher, who figures to
be assigned to Iverson at the start of
Game I. -It's been effective for them.
Now, the matchups are a little different."
The 76ers gathered at their practice
facility in Philadelphia before flying to
California on Monday. With almost 72 hours
between games, they're are in their longest
layoff since mid-May.
There is some concern the Lakers'
lengthy layoff might leave them rusty
when the finals begin Wednesday night
at Staples Center.

Spring Hoops

WICIPs
Small
retires
•Former Lady
Marshal Cowles
named interim

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & 'Imes photo

defender during a
Calloway County guard Katie Ross dribbles around a Mayfield
game Monday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The game was a part of the Lady LakerLady Tiger mini-camp, which will be held this week and next week at both local high
schools.

Rice, Niners break ties
LOS ALTOS, Calif. (AP) After 16 record-setting years in
the Bay Area, Jerry Rice doesn't
want to stray far from his mansion, his friends and his fans.
Rice, who set every significant
NFL receiving mark while winning three Super Bowls with San
Francisco, was released by the 49ers
Monday.
He is expected to sign with the
Oakland Raiders on Tuesday, with
plans to play at least two more
years.
At Rice's Charity golf tournament Monday, San Francisco vice
president Bill Walsh said Rice, his
favorite player, plans to sign with
Oakland. The Raiders called a
press conference for Tuesday to

announce "a player signing."
Before Rice teed off at Los
Altos Hills Country Club, he said
he was still dealing with the emotions generated by his long-anticipated release by the 49ers.
"I think I've had time to prepare for it, and I'm at peace right
now," Rice said. "I've had so
many great years with the 49ers.
I have so many friendships. I can
always go back to that."
Agent Jim Steiner said both the
Raiders and the Seattle Seahawks
submitted contract offers. Rice said
that if he chose Oakland, its proximity to his new 15,000-squarefoot home in suburban Atherton
would play a large part in the
decision.

"We hope to get something done
real soon, so I can do what I've
been doing over the years," Rice
said. "I'm pretty close, and I'm
excited about that because this has
been a long, long offseason. I'm
ready to bring it to a close right
now."
Steiner said Rice's new deal
would be a "two-year commitment
on both sides' part," though the
actual contract may be longer
because of salary cap machinations.
The 38-year-old Rice, who holds
league records with 1.281 receptions and 187 touchdowns, spent
his entire career with the 49ers.
but was cut because of the team's
salary cap problems.

UGA last entrant in CWS

AP

SIGNING OFF...Jerry Rice affixes his signature to a San
Francisco helmet for the last time on Monday after being
cut by the 49ers in a salary cap move. Rice is expected
to remain in the Bay area with the Raiders.

ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — The Georgia Bulldogs
weren't content with merely piling on top of each
other and dumping frigid water on their coach.
No, an improbable trip to the College World
Series called for something extraordinary.
The Georgia players took their celebration to the
people after an 8-3 victory over Florida State at the
NCAA Super Regional on Monday, scaling a kudzucovered hill that overlooks the right-field wall.
At the top, they slapped ,hands with several hundred fans who watched from behind a chain-link
fence as the Bulldogs earned their first trip to Omaha -•
since 1990. It wasn't long before the fence came
tumbling down.
"I think the cops got mad at us," said Bill Sharpton, who combined with Brandon Moorhead on a
four-hitter.

-But the fans deserve it. We would not have
been there without them."
The Bulldogs almost certainly wouldn't find themselves in this position without Ron Polk. Two years
ago, he came out of retirement to run a downtrodden program that had managed only one winning
season in its previous six, going through two coaches in the process.
Now, Polk is going back to Omaha for the seventh time in his career, joining Larry Cochell aS the
only coaches to take three schools to the World
Series.
Cochell accomplished the feat with' Oral Roberts.
Cal State-Fullerton and Oklahoma. Polk went once
with Georgia Southern and five times with Mississippi State before resurfacing at Georgia after a
two-year layoff from coaching.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky women's
basketball coach Steve Small, the
second winningest coach in the
program's history, announced Monday he is retiring.;
Mary Taylor Cowles, the associate head coach and former Western Kentucky basketball player,
has been named interim coach while
the university conducts a nation- '
wide search for a replacement.
Small, speaking at a news conference, said the time has come
for him to look for other challenges.
"I joined the Lady Topper program when it was just a seed,"
Small said.
"In my time at Western, that
seed developed into a wonderful
tree, and I feel fortunate to have
been able to help that tree take
root," Small said.
During Small's four-year tenure
as head coach, the team had an
88-40 record, three consecutive
20-win seasons and went twice to
the second round of ,the NCAA
Tournament. Prior to being named
coach. Small had been on the staff
at Western for 13 years, the last
five as associate head coach under
coach Paul Sanderford.
The team had 19 wins and 14
losses last season, making it the
team's 19th consecutive winning
season.
Small replaced Sanderford as
coach in July 1997 when Sanderford was named head coach of
the women's program at the University of Nebraska. Sanderford had
compiled a 365-120 record during his 15 years at Western Kentucky.
Sanderford led the Lady Toppers to 12 NCAA Tournaments.
two national Women's Invitation
Tournaments, three. NCAA Final
Fours and the 1992 national championship game.
Small played a role in 552 of
the program's 912 games — or
60.5 percent of all games — since
the team was formed in the 19731974 season.
Cowles was a standout player
at Western Kentucky from 19881991.
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Devils win Game 5 4-1
DENVER (AP) — Ray Bourque's black
cap hung from its hook, momentarily abandoned by its owner.
Instead, Bourque wore a suit and a somber
look. Make no mistake. "Mission 16W" is in
jeopardy.
Bourque's career-long pursuit of the Stanley Cup is in danger of being discarded along
the New Jersey Turnpike after the defending
champion Devils beat the Colorado Avalanche
4-1 in Game 5 of the finals Monday night.
The victory gave the Devils a 3-2 series
lead heading back to the Meadowlands for
Game 6 on Thursday. New Jersey's arena is
located off Exit 16W, a sign that could prove
haunting for Bourque if Colorado loses its
third straight game.
Mission I6W — the number of playoff victories needed to win the title — has been
Bourque's mantra for the past eight weeks.
"In my case, every game is a new life for
us, and you try to make the adjustments."
Bourque said "We're down 3-2. hut it's a

'•4•11is

•••
MARTIN BRODEUR
long way from being over. We have every
intention of bringing it back to Denver for
Game 7. There's no time to be frustrated. ...
I've got plenty of juice left, believe me.Bourque, a 40-year-old defenseman in his

Wildcat football
player arrrested
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)— Kentucky center Nolan DeVaughn has
been charged with alcohol intoxication after being involved in a
fight near a campus bar.
The 22-year-old was charged
Sunday in Lexington. He was arrested at 1:15 a.m. in the South Limestone campus bar area.
DeVaughn was in the street
where two other people were fighting, according to a police report.
When Lexington police officer
Shane Slark approached the fight
to break it up. DeVaughn pushed
him with his shoulder.
"He was manifestly under the
influence of an alcoholic beverage. Blood shot eyes. Strong smell
• of alcoholic beverage." according
to the arrest report.
DeVaughn was „booked into the
Lexington-Fayette Count jail and
released at 3:22 a.m. alter a third
party posted a signature bond at
Fayette District Court.
DeVaughn is scheduled to he
arraigned June IS. He faces a fine
of $25 plus court costs of $51.911.
No one at the Kentucky athletic department could he reached
for comment.

The school began a "zero-tolerance" alcohol policy after Kentucky center Jason Watts' drunken-driving accident in November
1998 that killed two passengers.
That policy was softened last year
to allow athletes to keep their
scholarships.

22nd season, gave Colorado life in the first
period Monday night with a play that threatened to deflate the Devils.
With the Avalanche trailing 1-0, he blocked
a centering pass to thwart a 3-on-1 rush, and
teammate Alex Tanguay tied the game on the
'ensuing 2-on-1 chance.
Instead of wilting after the shift in momentum, the Devils played even better as they
took advantage of several defensive gambles
by Colorado.
Alexander Mogilny's wrist shot during a 3on-2 break gave New Jersey a 2-1 lead with
1:13 left in the first period. Sergei Brylin
scored on a power play 4:39 into the second.
The 3-1 New Jersey lead marked the first
time in 21 playoff games that the Avalanche
faced a two-goal deficit.
The three goals were plenty for Devils
goalie Martin Brodeur, who made remarkable
saves against Dave Reid, Dan Hinote, Eric
Messier and Rob Blake. He finished with 22
saves to move closer to his third Stanley Cup.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Oaks Country Club prepares for June Jam
The Oaks Country Club Men's Association will host the third annual ThreeMan June Jam golf tournament Saturday and Sunday at Oaks Country Club.
The number of flights and prize money will be determined by the number of
entries for the three-man scramble.
There is a $120 entry fee per team, which includes a practice round on
Friday and lunch on Saturday. Play will begin each day with shotgun starts
at 7:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. A new golf cart will be awarded for the first holein-one recorded at the sixth hole.
For more information or to enter a team, call Oaks Country Club at 7536454 or ask for David at 436-5805.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Undy Sutter

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Philadelphia
35
20 .636
26 .527
Atlanta
29
29 .473
Florida
26
New York
24
33 .421
Montreal
34 .404
23
Central Division
W
L Pct.
33
21 .611
Chicago
St. Louis
32
24 .571
29
26 .527
Milwaukee
28
26 .519
Houston
Cincinnati
21
35 .375
17
Pittsburgh
37 .315
West Division
W
L Pct.
34
23 .596
Arizona
32
25 .561
Los Angeles
Colorado
28
28 .500
28
29 .491
San Francisco
30 .474
27
San Diego

GB
6
9
12
13
GB
—
2
4 1/2
5
13
16
GB
—
2
51/2
6
7

Monday's Games
St. Louis 5, Cincinnati 2
Los Angeles 8, Arizona 4
San Francisco 3, San Diego 1
Today's Games
Atlanta at Montreal, 8:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
St. Louis at Chicago Cubs, 7:05 p m.
Houston at Colorado, 8:05 p.m.
Los Angeles at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
San Diego at San Francisco, 9:15 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
32
23 .582
Bo nyoorerk
564
31
24
Baltimore
26
29 473
26
30 464
Toronto
15
41
268
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct.
37
Minnesota
18 673
Cleveland
35
19 .648
ChicagoCte v el nd
23
30 434
Detroit
22
31
415
Kansas City
20
36 357

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

West Division
•
L
44
12
27
28
27
28
20
36

Monday's Games
N.Y. Yankees 7, Boston 6
Minnesota 11, Cleveland 10
Seattle 11, Texas 6
Today's Games
Detroit at Boston, 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 6:05 p.m
Baltimore at N.Y. Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Kansas City, 7 0`)
p.m.
Texas at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Oakland at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.

A Father's Day gift for the Dad
who's a little out of touch.
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Treat him to unlimited incoming minutes and call him all you want.
St. NCOM CITIES PLAN

UNLIMITED
\COMING MINUTES/$35

Make it simple for Dad to stay in touch with the SunCom Cities Plan. He'll get unlimited

incoming minutes and 100 Anytime minutes all for just $35. And this offer is good whether he's
in his hometown or on the SunCom digital network in one of over 250 SunCom Cities, from
the Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes. Plus, he'll get a free Nokia 5165 handset.
L L•
What could be simpler than that for Father's Day? SunCom. Simply yours.
Nokia 5165
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AT&T

SunCom Store:
Paducah
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave. Chrysler)
270-444-0104

Also available at:

Murray
310 N. 12th Street
270-762-9990

ABC Digital Communications
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MSU hires
volleyball
assistant
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
\Murray State women's \
ball head coach Da‘id Schwepker has announced the hiring ot
• DongPing Fang as assistant coach.
Fang replaces Nlarlene Metti.
who • served three years under
Schwepker.
A head coach at Manhattanville
College in Purchase, N.Y.. Fang
led the Valiants to a schonl-hest
20-10 record last season and a
second-place 6-1 finish in the
NCAA Division III Skyline Conference.
Fang, a 1986 graduate from
Hebei (China) Normal University.
served as the head coach for the
Hebei Province Team, an 'A'-level
team whose members played for
the Chinese national team.
He served as an assistant professor in physical education and
as head coach at Baoding (China)
Normal University from 1986 to
1992, and earned a master's degree
from Brooklyn (N.Y.) College in
1999.
"We are really pleased to have
DongPing join our staff," said
Schwepker. "His experience will
enhance our program in many ways.
and we feel fortunate to have him
with us."
Murray State opens its 2001
schedule Aug. 31 against Utah
State at Colorado State's University Park Holiday Inn Classic in
Fort Collins. Colo.
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